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FOREWORD
TERRIFYING SILENCE ON ISSUES OF  
IMPORTANCE TO CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

2022 is an election year in Sweden. It is an 
election that will see numerous issues brought to 
the fore and discussed. Issues that are largely 
decided by those eligible to vote. However, there 
is a large group of people in Sweden, no less than 
two million in fact, who are not eligible to vote. I’m 
talking, of course, about Sweden’s children.

According to the UN Convention on the Rights of 
the Child – which entered into Swedish law in 
2020 – children are entitled to express their views 
in all matters that affect them. A number of 
political issues up for discussion affect children 
and young people to a considerable degree – 
school, healthcare, the environment and violence 
in public spaces. Yet there is a terrifying silence 
when it comes to the views of children and young 
people on these issues. It is for that reason that 
Save the Children Sweden has carried out this 
survey – to find out what life is like today for 
almost 8,000 children and young people, what 
issues matter most to them, and how they think 
things can be improved. 

As I study the results of Young Voices, I’m struck 
by just how many children are actually 
experiencing hardship in Sweden – children 
subjected to racism and bullying, children who 
feel unsafe or are worried about their family’s 
finances, children who are not feeling well, and 
children who do not receive the support they 
need in school. Of particular concern to me are 

children who identify as other than a boy or a girl, 
who seem to be far more vulnerable than other 
children.

There are also positive notes, however – many 
children are learning about the Convention in 
school, with the result that more are becoming 
aware of their rights. Perhaps most importantly – 
almost all children have a positive view of their 
future!

The world around us is changing rapidly, with 
events that affect children in ways we could never 
have predicted. Two years ago a pandemic swept 
the world, while this year there is a war not far 
from our borders. The Young Voices survey was 
conducted before war broke out in Ukraine. It is 
possible that if we carried out the survey now, 
some responses would change. Nevertheless, the 
responses we have received are still relevant – they 
illustrate the situation facing children in Sweden 
today, with or without a war raging close by. 

I would like to thank everyone who has 
contributed to producing this report. My special 
thanks go to all the children and young people 
who have participated in this survey and in the 
focus groups. Without you, there would be no 
report!

Helena Thybell
Secretary General Save the Children Sweden
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MAKING THE CONVENTION ON 
THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD A  
REALITY FOR EVERY CHILD

SAVE THE CHILDREN SWEDEN’S VISION
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“Adults must listen to us more, 
and they must accept our choices 
and not force us to change. If we 
have an opinion on something, 
they ought to let us express it...”

- Boy in focus group

12% 
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regard their future in a fairly positive or very 

positive light

believe that politicians/decision-makers seldom or 
never listen to the views of children 

feel that they have seldom or never been able to 
discuss/influence issues that are important to them 
at school 

feel that they have seldom or never been able to 
discuss/influence issues in the area where they live 

want to be able to influence equal rights
for girls and boys

think that politicians/decision-makers in Sweden 
are doing enough for the environment and climate

YOUNG VOICES IN BRIEF seldom or never get the help they need at school  
to manage their assignments 
 
of the boys have been hit, kicked, shoved or locked  
in at school  
 
of the girls have been subjected to sexual harassment at school

 
have been unable to participate in a leisure activity because 
they could not get to the activity

of those who identify as other than a boy or a girl have been 
mistreated because they are homosexual/bisexual

of children with a foreign background have been mistreated 
at school because of their skin colour, culture, religion or 
where they or their families come from 

have in the past year worried about being subjected to 
violence in the area where they live, or this happening to a 
family member or someone they know

have in the past year worried about their family not having 
enough money to get by

have in the past year felt sad or down for a period of two 
weeks or more

have been contacted on social media by an adult who wanted 
to talk to them about sex

67%

INFLUENCE

37%

79%

69%

12%

83%

THE FUTURE

SCHOOL AND LEISURE TIME

11%

33%

12%

11%

SECURITY AND HEALTH

9%

34%

27%

12% 

38%

25%
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ABOUT YOUNG VOICES
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ABOUT THE CONVENTION ON THE 
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

The Convention on the Rights of the Child 

sets out the rights of all children. These are 

to some extent the same rights as adults 

have, but there are also some rights that are 

specific to children. The rights are set out in 

42 articles. All rights are deemed equal and 

indivisible.

Four of the articles are regarded as the 
general principles of the Convention and 
must feature in all work with and on behalf 
of children:

• The child’s right to equal treatment and 
non-discrimination (Article 2) 

• The best interests of the child shall be 
a primary consideration in all actions 
concerning children (Article 3) 

• The child’s right to life, survival and de-
velopment (Article 6) 

• The child’s right to express views and to 
have those views considered (Article 12) •

WHAT IS YOUNG VOICES?
Young Voices is a survey conducted by Save the Children Sweden to as-
certain whether children and young people throughout Sweden feel that 
their rights are being respected and fulfilled in everyday life. In all, 7,939 
children aged 12, 14 and 16 years old have responded to the survey. The 
survey has also been supplemented with interviews in focus groups.

The questions in Young Voices are based primarily on the recommenda-
tions Sweden received from the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child 
in Geneva. They also cover other areas where Save the Children Swe-
den would like to understand how children perceive their situation. The 
survey is conducted from a children’s rights perspective and provides a 
knowledge base for those who in some way work with or make decisions 
that affect children and young people.

The results of Young Voices are also submitted to the Committee and 
are an important element in its assessment of how well Sweden complies 
with the Convention. 

This is the third time that children and young people have been asked to 
respond to Young Voices. The previous surveys were conducted in 2011 
and 2014. The idea for Young Voices came from Save the Children Swe-
den’s members in Stockholm County in 2010. The Young Voices survey is 
also conducted by Save the Children in other countries. •
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EXAMINATION OF SWEDEN BY THE UN COMMITTEE ON THE 
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
The Convention was adopted by the UN in 1989. Sweden was one of the 
first countries to ratify (agree to comply with) the Convention in 1990, 
when we promised to fulfil the rights in it “to the maximum extent of our 
resources”. The Convention was officially incorporated into Swedish leg-
islation in 2020. This established additional requirements to realise the 
rights that follow from the Convention. 

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child examines how well coun-
tries comply with the Convention. Sweden’s government must report to 
the Committee every five years or so. The Committee then submits its 
recommendations to the government on areas that can be improved in 
implementing the Convention.

Sweden has previously received recurrent recommendations on to do 
more to ensure: 

• children being listened to more on issues that concern them
• children being aware of their rights to a greater extent than at present
• children having the same opportunities for education and support, 

irrespective of where in Sweden they live•

HOW CAN YOUNG VOICES BE USED?
The goal of Young Voices is to help make the Convention a reality for all 
children. In order to do this, we need greater insight into how children 
and young people perceive their lives and living conditions and how their 
rights are fulfilled.

We hope that Young Voices will be taken seriously by decision-makers 
and other adults who influence conditions for children and young people, 
and that the voices of these youngsters will lead to action. How the rights 
work is perceived differently by different children, which is confirmed in 
the survey. Therefore, we want to encourage continued conversations 
with children. This may enable you to gain a deeper understanding of the 
results among the children and young people you meet.
 
Acting on Young Voices is one way to realise the Convention. As is com-
plying with the recommendations of the Committee.
 
Owing to considerations of space, not all results can feature in the report, 
but the results of all questions are provided in the appendix. The survey 
includes, in all, a national report, 19 reports at county level and 31 re-
ports at municipal level.

All the reports can be found at raddabarnen.se/ungrost2022 •

https://www.raddabarnen.se/ungrost2022
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Enkätfabriken has been commissioned by Save the Children Sweden to 
carry out the national survey Young Voices among children and young 
people in different age groups (ages 12, 14 and 16 years). The survey was 
conducted between 26 October 2021 and 7 January 2022, as the Covid-19 
pandemic in Sweden was subsiding and before war broke out in Ukraine. 
All responses reflect children’s experiences during 2021. Young Voices is a 
survey that is sent out to children and young people to enable Save the Chil-
dren Sweden to learn more about how children and young people perceive 
their lives and living conditions. There follows a brief description of the 
survey method used. More information about the method is provided in a 
separate method appendix: raddabarnen.se/ungrost2022.

SURVEY QUESTIONS
The survey comprises 32 closed questions and one open-ended question. 
The topics for questions included in Young Voices have been chosen by 
Save the Children Sweden and are based on the Convention. Save the 
Children Sweden has opted to ask questions about school and leisure time, 
security and health, being listened to by adults, scope for influence, view 
of the future, and what respondents would change if they were politicians. 
The wording of the questions was tested by Enkätfabriken on children and 
young people in the same age groups. 

SELECTION
In October 2021 a stratified random selection of a total of 27,892 people 
from the Swedish state personal address register (Statens personadress-
register, SPAR) was performed. This register includes all persons who are 
registered as resident in Sweden, both Swedish and foreign citizens, as well 
as those with a coordination number and a confirmed identity1. It therefore 
does not include undocumented children or persons with a protected iden-
tity. Stratification (division of the population) was based on where Save the 
Children Sweden has local branches. The aim of stratification was to enable 

reports to be produced at national, county and municipal level for local 
branches. The selection is based on a total of 89 selected geographic areas 
(municipality or county) and the three age groups (12, 14 and 16 years). 
These formed a total of 267 strata (groups), intended to provide a sufficient 
number of responses for both municipal reports and county reports. Chil-
dren and young people in 263 municipalities have contributed to Young 
Voices. The selection is also the basis for the national report. However, the 
response rate was insufficient to enable local reports to be produced as 
planned for all the municipalities and regions. A list of the 31 municipalities 
with a separate municipal report, and 19 counties with a county report, is 
provided on page 15. 

DATA COLLECTION
Data collection has been carried out using postal questionnaires, with the 
option to respond online. Reminders were sent by post and by text message. 
In all, there were four postal mailings/reminders and three text message 
reminders. Data collection was carried out by various means, depending 
on the age of the child. We have observed ethical guidelines as per Swed-
ish industry standards for surveys, which include seeking permission from 
parents/guardians for children under the age of 15 years to participate in 
a survey. For this reason, in the case of children aged 12 and 14 years, the 
questionnaire was sent to the parent/guardian, who was asked to pass it on 
to their child in the relevant age group, which also constituted consent. The 
survey was sent directly to 16-year-old participants. 

RESPONSE RATE AND NON-RESPONSE ANALYSIS
Data collection has been carried out using postal questionnaires, with the 
option to respond online. Reminders were sent by post and by text message. 
In the case of children aged 12 and 14 years, the questionnaire was sent to 
the parent/guardian, who could then pass it on to their child, which also con-
stituted consent. The survey was sent directly to 16-year-old participants. 

METHOD – HOW WE CONDUCTED THE SURVEY

https://www.raddabarnen.se/ungrost2022
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It is common industry practice for surveys involving children under the age 
of 15 years to need parental consent. Children aged 15 and over can decide 
for themselves whether or not to participate. Save the Children Sweden 
has also determined that children aged 16 years and over should be able 
to decide themselves whether or not to participate in a survey like Young 
Voices. We also deem this to be an age at which it may be reasonable, as per 
the Swedish Children and Parents Code, to consider giving the child greater 
scope to make decisions on similar matters. Ethical approval has not been 
sought, as this is not considered to be scientific research. Data collection 
has been carried out in accordance with GDPR. 

NATIONAL REPORT: RESPONSE RATE, BACKGROUND VARIA-
BLES AND NON-RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
A total of 7,939 children and young people responded to the survey, making 
the response rate 28.5%. 

The non-response analysis shows that children irrespective of age group 
responded in similar numbers. Girls have responded slightly more; in all, the 
response by gender is as follows: 54% girls, 44% boys, and 2% who stated 
other as their response. We can also see that the response distribution by 
age is fairly consistent. Girls are more overrepresented than boys in the age 
group 16 years than in the younger age groups. Overall, the analysis shows 
some bias that has been introduced through the selection method. In the 
questionnaire, children have been able to identify as a girl, a boy or other, 
with the latter being a frequently used response option for transgender 
identity. Those who have identified as “other” have been consistently de-
scribed in the report as “those who identified as other than a boy or a girl”. In 
connection with quotes they are described as a “young person”. Those who 
have identified as a girl or a boy have been described as girls or boys. These 
background factors have been included based on previous evidence that 
they are important factors in observable differences in the living conditions 
of children.

In addition to comparison by age and gender, we have also looked at other 
background variables as a means of gaining increased insight into, and fur-
ther analysing, children’s diverse living conditions. These are: the residential 

area’s socioeconomic conditions, classification of urban area, Swedish/
foreign background and type of family. We have tried to use the various 
background factors to ascertain the differences between our selection and 
the larger population that we have tried to comment on in order to obtain 
information about non-response to the survey. This is presented under each 
background variable below. 

Socioeconomic conditions 
In the report we have analysed responses based on the socioeconomic 
composition of the child’s residential area by establishing three area cate-
gories (see below). Demographic statistical areas (DeSO) are areas that, at 
the time of writing, had between 700 and 2,700 inhabitants2. The areas are 
smaller than the municipalities, but follow the division pattern. 

Once the areas have been categorised, we have looked at the proportion of 
children aged 0-17 years living at home in low-income families, which is an 
absolute poverty measure and means that incomes are insufficient to cover 
necessary living costs (e.g. housing, electricity and childcare)3.  Save the 
Children Sweden also uses this measure in its child poverty reports4. The 
information on low income standard for each area has been obtained from 
the Segregation Barometer (Segregationsbarometern)5.

We have established three categories based on demographic statistical 
areas (DeSO)2 and information about the proportion of low-income families 
from the Segregation Barometer. In this, we also use the same concepts as 
used in their area categorisation5. A more detailed description of how the 
categories are defined is provided in the method appendix.

1) Areas with socioeconomic challenges/major socioeconomic challenges = ar-
eas where 16.5% or more of families with children have a low income standard 

2) Socioeconomically mixed areas = areas where 4-16.5% of families with 
children have a low income standard 

3) Areas with good economic conditions/areas with very good socioeconom-
ic conditions = areas where 4% or fewer families with children have a low 
income standard

Children living in areas with socioeconomic challenges have responded to 
the survey to a lesser degree and are somewhat underrepresented. Here 
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between our selection and the larger population that we have tried to 
comment on. We can see that 18% of those participating in the survey have 
a foreign background, compared to almost 27% of the total population of 
children aged 12, 14 and 16 years, according to Statistics Sweden.6

Type of family 
To compare children’s type of family, we have established four categories 
based on the following survey question: What is your living arrangement? 1) 
With both your parents 2) Half the time with one parent and half with the 
other 3) Mostly or only with one parent 4) With a relative/in a foster home/
other. Given the report’s limited space, this is only included in some ques-
tions. We can see that 74% live with both their parents, compared to 65.5% 
nationally. We can see that 1% live somewhere other than with parents, 
compared to 0.8% nationally. As regards single parents, we found 14% of 
our selected participants live with a single parent, compared to 23.7% 
nationally (7). However, this may possibly be explained by the fact that our 
response options differed from those of Statistics Sweden.

ANALYSIS 
The results have been processed using statistical software. Our analysis 
has been based on comparisons of unweighted proportions. No additional 
analyses have been performed. Free-text responses have been analysed by 
first creating word classes and then counting them. 

MUNICIPAL AND REGIONAL REPORTS
At county and municipal level we have opted to create reports solely for the 
municipalities with more than 100 survey participants. Two county reports 
have only 99 participants, and it was decided that this would not have a 
measurable impact on the result, and so the minimum number for creating 
county reports was set at 99 respondents. The minimum number was set 
at 100 and 99 respectively because a number of the outcomes we measure 
are so unusual that there is significant uncertainty in presenting very small 
selections and to protect the privacy of children and young people. Non-re-
sponses were not analysed for county and municipal reports.

we can see that 11% of those who responded to the survey live in areas with 
socioeconomic challenges, compared to 14% nationally. 51% of respond-
ents live in socioeconomically mixed areas, compared to 46% nationally, and 
38% of respondents live in areas with good economic conditions, compared 
to 40% nationally. 

Classification of urban areas as per DeSO 
 In order to identify differences between rural areas, urban areas and cities, 
we used Statistics Sweden’s (SCB) demographic statistical areas (DeSO), 
which divide Sweden into almost 6,000 areas. We have used the following 
three categories based on DeSO classification: 1) Rural area – areas out-
side large population concentrations or urban areas  2) Urban area – areas 
largely in a population concentration or urban area – but not in the mu-
nicipality’s regional centre  3) Regional centre – areas in the municipality’s 
regional centre. We can see that children living in rural areas have, to a 
greater extent, been sent the survey and have responded to the survey. For 
example, 75% of Sweden’s children live in regional centres, but only 66% of 
the respondents do. The corresponding figures for rural areas are 15% and 
20% respectively.

Swedish and foreign background 
In order to compare living conditions for children with a Swedish and a 
foreign background, children have told the survey whether they and their 
parents were born in Sweden or in another country. Consequently, we have 
created three categories: 

1) born in Sweden with at least one parent born in Sweden, 

2) born in Sweden with two foreign-born parents, 

3) foreign born. 

According to Statistics Sweden’s definition, persons belonging to category 
one are defined as persons with a Swedish background. Persons belonging 
to category two and three are defined as persons with a foreign back-
ground. These terms appear regularly in the report. 

A detailed non-response analysis has been carried out, in which we have 
tried to use known background factors to ascertain the differences 
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FOCUS GROUPS
Save the Children Sweden’s activities for children in vulnerable situations 
throughout Sweden help us to access children’s and young people’s own 
descriptions, thoughts and reflections on their everyday life. In producing 
Young Voices we have therefore also spoken directly with children and 
young people who use our services in order to gain greater insight from a 
small number of them. We conducted two focus groups at two different 
sites involving a total of 13 youngsters, both girls and boys, aged 14-15 
years, who use our services. The focus groups discussed the the same 
themes as in the report. We asked about school and leisure time, security 
and health, being listened to by adults, scope for influence, view of the fu-
ture, and what the youngsters would change if they were politicians. Many 
of the quotes featured in the report comes from these discussions. Prior to 
the focus groups meeting, all participants were informed of their purpose, 
that responses would be rendered anonymous, that they could participate 
in a manner that suited them, and that they could withdraw at any time. 
Their usual service leaders also attended the meetings. The quotes shared 
in this report are valuable because they are examples of children’s and 
young people’s experiences, views and thoughts, which are what lie behind 
the figures. However, they should not be deemed to express the thoughts of 
all children and young people in general. The quotes have not been analysed 
using any specific scientific method. Nonetheless, they provide us with 
insight, important information and a greater understanding of the living 
conditions of these children and young people.

44%
54%

2%
Kille

Tjej

Annat

Boy

Girl

Other

33%

34%

33% 16 years

14 years

12 years

Gender distribution of respondents Age distribution of respondents

HOW TO READ THIS REPORT
To make the material more comprehensible, the most relevant comparisons 
and breakdowns have been used, with the aim being to highlight matters 
where more needs to be done in order to fulfil children’s rights. It is impor-
tant to note that some response options have been excluded in diagrams 
in favour of those of note. Please note also that on occasion there may be 
some automatic rounding up or down of percentages in the report. At the 
end of the national report there is an appendix containing all the results by 
age and gender. The report’s quotes comes from the focus groups and from 
responses to the open-ended question in the questionnaire about what 
politicians ought to focus on during the election year.
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COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL REPORTS
Children in 263 municipalities from all 21 counties have responded to questions  
in Young Voices 2022.

Below is a list of the counties and municipalities that have their own report.

Reports available for 
19 counties

Reports available for 
31 municipalities

Älvdalen

Sundsvall

Timrå

Härnösand

Umeå

Vännäs

Bjurholm

Lycksele

Åsele

Östersund

Krokom

Berg

Vindeln

Skellefteå

Piteå

Övertorneå

Kalix
Boden

Pajala

Arjeplog

Malung

Mora

Orsa

Vansbro

Leksand

Rättvik

Falun

Borlänge

Ludvika

Säter

Smedje-
backen Norberg

Fagersta

Enköping

Uppsala

Heby

Kungsör

Munkfors

Grums

Hammarö

Jönköping

Oskarshamn

Gotland

Storfors

Filipstad

Örebro

Krlsborg

Färgelanda

Munkedal

Trollhättan

Tidaholm

Aneby

Västervik

Vetlanda
Gnosjö

Göteborg

Kungsbacka

Halmstad

Karlskrona

Eslöv

Simrishamn

Skurup

Trelleborg

Malmö

Burlöf

Lomma

Staffans-
torp

Svedala

Lund

Båstad
Torsås

Flen

Trosa

Södertälje

Nykvarn

Nynäs-
hamn

Bot-
kyrka

Tyresö

Järfälla

Upplands-
Väsby

Täby

Hede-
mora

Sandviken

Avesta

Gagnef

Vellinge Ystad

Tomelilla

Sjöbo

Kävlinge

Landskrona

Helsingborg

Höganäs

Hörby

Kristianstad

Bromölla

Hässleholm

HöörSvalöv

Bjuv

Åstorp

Klippan

Ängelholm

Perstorp

Örkelljunga

Östra Göinge

Osby

Olofström

Sölvesborg

Karlshamn

Ronneby

Borgholm

Mörbylånga

Kalmar

Nybro

Emmaboda

Tingsryd

Lessebo

Växjö

Alvesta

Älmhult

Markaryd

Ljungby

Laholm

Hylte
Falkenberg

Varberg
Gislaved

Värnamo

Vaggeryd

Sävsjö

Nässjö
Eksjö

Mönsterås

Högsby

Uppvidinge

Hultsfred

Vimmerby

Kinda

Ydre

Tranås

Habo

Mullsjö

Svenljunga

Tranemo

Mark

Borås

Ulricehamn

Härryda 

Mölndal

Partille Bollebygd

Lerum

Alingsås

Vårgårda
Herrljunga

Kungälv

Ale

Öckerö

Tjörn

Stenungsund
Lilla Edet

Orust

Uddevalla
Lysekil

Sotenäs

Tanum

Strömstad Dals-Ed

Bengtsfors

Åmål

Mellerud

Vänersborg

Lidköping

Grästorp

Essunga
Vara

Falköping

Skara

Götene

Mariestad

Skövde

Hjo

Tibro

Töreboda

Gullspång

Ödeshög

Boxholm

Vadstena

Mjölby
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INFLUENCE 
RESULTS
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Article 12

ACCORDING TO THE 
CONVENTION CHILDREN 
HAVE THE RIGHT TO 
INFLUENCE

Children have the right to ex-
press their views on all matters 
affecting them, from specific 
issues to major decisions taken 
in a municipality, for example. To 
do this, children need to receive 
information about matters that 
concern them.

Decision-makers must give the 
views of children due weight in 
accardance with the child’s age 
and maturity. Children are the 
real experts when it comes to 
judging real-world compliance 
with the Convention. That is why 
it is essential that we listen to 
them – to know which rights are 
being fulfilled in everyday life. •

SUMMARY INFLUENCE AND PARTICIPATION

This section reports on responses to questions about how children view their influ-
ence and participation. The questions relate to knowledge about the Convention, the 
scope children think they have to influence society, issues they want to be able to in-
fluence, and climate issues. We have also asked what children think politicians should 
focus on during the 2022 election year.

Of all the children who responded, almost eight out of ten have heard of the Con-
vention. The younger children, the 12-year-olds, knew more about it and have also 
worked with the Convention and/or children’s rights most at school. A larger propor-
tion of the 12-year-olds, around half, have worked with the Convention at school in 
the past year, compared to around one third of 14 and 16-year-olds.  

Two out of three children believe that politicians seldom or never listen to the views 
of children. Trust in politicians listening to what children and young people have to say 
fell noticeably with age. Among 12-year-olds, four out of ten believe that politicians 
listen to the views of children, while among 14-year-olds it is three in ten, and among 
16-year-olds just two in ten.
  
Approximately six out of ten children report that in the past year they have been able 
to discuss and influence matters at school and during leisure activities. Four out of ten 
say that they have seldom or never been able to influence issues at school. When it 
comes to being able to influence issues in the area where they live and in their munic-
ipality, the response from children is significantly lower, being 20% and 15% respec-
tively for having been able to influence/discuss issues. A majority of children, 56%, 
think that children should not be allowed to vote from the age of 16. Specific issues 
that children and young people want to be able to discuss and influence are equal 
rights for girls and boys, tackling racism, and the health and wellbeing of children. In 
an open-ended question about what politicians should focus on, most children said the 
environment, climate and schools.

Just over half of all those surveyed worry about the environment and climate 
change. A difference was observed between genders, with girls and those who iden-
tify as neither a girl nor a boy being more concerned than boys. More than half of all 
children don’t think that politicians in Sweden are doing enough for the environ-
ment and climate. •
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2. This term or last term, have you worked with the Convention/children’s 
rights at school?

1. Have you heard about the Convention on the Rights of the Child?
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KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE CONVENTION
To begin with, we asked about children’s knowledge of the Convention.  
A total of 77% say that they have heard of the Convention. More 12-year-
olds have heard about the Convention than 14 and 16-year-olds (Diagram 
1). 

To the question about whether children have worked with the Conven-
tion and/or children’s rights, the same difference was observed as for 
knowledge of the Convention. 12-year-olds have worked with the  
Convention significantly more than 14 and 16-year-olds (Diagram 2).

By age By age

“I think that we have 
learned something about the 

Convention. But in lessons, 
they tend to stop and say: 

You know this now, so we’ll 
do something else, as time 
is getting on. So we haven’t 

learned everything.”
- Boy in focus group

Number of responses: 7880 Number of responses: 7879   

DBF_q5_N_c_tot
DBF_q6_N_c_tot
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3. Do you believe that politicians/decision-makers listen to the views of children? 4. This year have you been able to discuss/influence issues that are important 
to you...? The diagram shows proportion of always + usually

3%

30%
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21%
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EXPERIENCES OF INFLUENCE AND PARTICIPATION
The following two pages report children’s experiences of influence and 
participation. A relatively high proportion, 67% in all, believe that poli-
ticians seldom or never listen to the views of children. In this case, there 
appear to be differences based on age; 12-year-olds, to a greater degree 
than the other age groups, answered that they usually believe that politi-
cians listen to the views of children (Diagram 3).

The children have also responded to a question about whether they have 
been able to influence issues that are important to them at home, in the 
area where they live, in their municipality, during leisure activities and at 
school (Diagram 4). Overall, we can see that a high proportion, 92%, are 
able to influence important issues at home. A majority state that they are 
able to discuss issues at school and during leisure activities. The propor-
tion who feel that they are able to influence issues in the municipality and 
the area where they live is clearly lower, 15% and 21% respectively. 

When it comes to the children who identify as other than a boy or a girl, 
a larger proportion, 17%, compared to boys and girls, 8% and 7% respec-
tively, state that they are seldom or never able to influence issues that 
are important to them at home.

By age

 Number of responses: 7825

 Number of responses: 7794 

 Number of responses: 7717 

 Number of responses: 7693 

 Number of responses: 7798 

 Number of responses: 7829 

DBF_q7_N_c_tot
DBF_q8_5_N_a1
DBF_q8_4_N_a1
DBF_q8_3_N_a1
DBF_q8_2_N_a1
DBF_q8_1_N_a1
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“Youngsters must be able to influence 
things. We know what’s best for us. 

And we shouldn’t just let adults decide 
everything. No one can know what’s 

best for me, or best for him. I think we 
should be able to say what’s best for us 
and make our own decisions. We should 

be given a chance at least.”  
- Boy in focus group

 Number of responses: 7852

In a multiple choice question children and young people were asked to 
decide which issues they want to be able to influence. Here it was possi-
ble to select more than one answer (Diagram 5). Most, 69%, say that they 
want to influence equal rights for girls and boys. 65% want to influence 
issues on tackling racism, and 64% want to influence children’s health 
and wellbeing. 

The issue that most children, irrespective of gender identity, want to be 
able to influence is equal rights for girls and boys. However, considerably 
fewer boys, 55%, chose this option than girls, 81%. Of those who identify 
as other than a boy or a girl, 75% want to influence equal rights for girls 

and boys. In this group, we also observed that a larger proportion, 31% 
compared to 15% among all children and young people, have expressed 
a desire to influence something else. We can also see that a larger pro-
portion of boys than girls do not want to discuss/influence anything. 14% 
of the boys say that they do not want to influence any of these issues, 
compared to 6% of the girls.

5. What things would you like to be able to discuss/influence?

10%

15%

29%

44%

49%

54%

64%

65%

69%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Kollektivtrafiken (till exempel gratis

Total
Equal rights for girls and boys

Tackling racism

Children’s health and wellbeing

Public transport (for example, free bus/
tram passes, more services)

Environmental and climate issues

Activities in leisure time

The area where you live

Something else

I don’t want to discuss/influence anything

DBF_q9_1_N_a1
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6. Do you think that children should be allowed to vote from the age of 16?
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19%
22%
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BEING ALLOWED TO VOTE FROM THE AGE OF 16
Children do not have the right to vote in general elections According to 
the Convention. However, lowering the voting age has been discussed for 
a number of years in Sweden, and proposals have been put forward to en-
able children to vote in municipal and regional elections from the age of 
16. For that reason, Save the Children Sweden wanted to know what chil-
dren themselves think of this (Diagram 6). A total of 25% say that they 
think children should be allowed to vote from the age of 16. 16-year-olds 
are the largest group not to think that children should be allowed to 
vote from the age of 16. Differences were also observed based on where 
children live; children who live in rural areas or in urban areas responded 
to a greater degree than children who live in a regional centre or city that 
children should be allowed to vote from the age of 16.

“Having a chat with a 
politician might have 
made him or me think 

differently.”
- Boy in focus group

By age

 Number of responses: 7878

DBF_q10_N_c_tot
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7. How worried are you about the environment and climate change as 
things stand?  

54%

46%44%

56%

62%
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33%
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Not particularly + Not at all worried
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51% 49%48%
52%
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Total
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Not particularly + Not at all worried

CHILDREN’S CONCERNS ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT  
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Children and young people have also been asked to answer two ques-
tions about the environment and our climate. In all, 54% responded that 
they are very or quite worried about the environment and climate change 
as things stand (Diagram 7). Here a clear difference can be observed be-
tween genders: 62% of girls and 67% of those who identify as other than 
a boy or a girl state that they are very or quite worried. The correspond-
ing figure among boys is 44%. There are also differences between the age 
groups – 16-year-olds worry more than the younger age groups.

By ageBy gender

“You just have to look at the world. 
These places that were full of 

wildlife and animals. Look at the 
North Pole and Antarctica. The ice 

is shrinking rapidly.” 
- Boy in focus group

 Number of responses: 7403  Number of responses: 7442

DBF_q31_N_b_tot
DBF_q31_N_c_tot
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8. Do you think politicians/decision-makers in Sweden 
are doing enough for the environment and climate?

12%

55%
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To the question about whether politicians/decision-makers in Sweden 
are doing enough for the environment and climate, only 12% of the 
children answered yes. Examined by gender, a larger proportion of boys 
think that politicians are doing enough for the environment and climate, 
17%, compared to 9% of the girls and 5% of those who identify as other 
than a boy or a girl.

By gender

“I’ve realised just how much of a mess 
of things the older generation has 

made for us. How much will affect us, 
how much we will need to do and all 
the choices because of their actions. 

They put everything off, so it’s us who 
will have to deal with it.”  

- Girl in focus group

 Number of responses: 7422

DBF_q32_N_b_tot
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In the political sphere, children’s voices tend not to be heard at all. That 
is why we have included an open-ended question in Young Voices, asking 
what children think politicians should focus on during the election year. 
The quotes in this section come from a selection of the nearly 6,000 chil-
dren and young people who chose to answer the question. 

The overall picture provided here is based on the words that appear the 
most number of times nationally in the survey responses. By counting 
words, we can clearly see that some issues come up again and again, 
regardless of age, gender and residential area.

The main issues that most children want politicians to focus on are the 
environment, climate and schools. Approx. 2,700 children mention the 
environment and/or climate in their answers. Just over 1,000 children 
mention school, schools or school meals.

The quotes presented in this report should not however be viewed as 
representative of what children and young people think. They are merely 
examples. Children and young people, like adults, have different views. 
A more in-depth analysis of the answers remains to be done, but there is 
insufficient space for it in this report. •

“More buses out to 
the villages outside of 

town.”
- Girl, 14 years old

“Climate issues are 
what I and a lot of 

others think are most 
important right now.” 

- Boy, 16 years old

“The immigration issue… How they 
can improve Swedish society by 

investing in poor areas and not just 
‘sweeping problems under the rug’. 
Actually daring to tackle problems 

and do something about them.”
- Boy, 16 years old

CHILDREN’S AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S 
MESSAGES TO POLITICIANS
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“No one understands the 
pressure we’re under at school. 
Everyone just says we’re lazy. 

But try living our lives for a week. 
Then perhaps you’ll understand 

the demands and the huge 
pressure we’re under.”

- Girl, 14 years old

“Increase sentences 
– particularly gang-

related crime and 
violence against 

women.”
- Girl, 16 years old

“Listen to children’s 
problems.”

- Girl, 14 years old

“Reduce the price of 
petrol so my mum can fill 
up the car and pick us up 

and take us places.”
- Girl, 14 years old

“Youngsters’ mental health problems. 
It’s a huge issue that’s never discussed. 
Kids with mental health problems must 
have easier access to help than they do 

now. Usually you have to wait to get 
help, sometimes up to a year! That is 

definitely not okay!” 
- Young person, 12 years old

“Focus more on things like racism, 
homophobia, discuss issues like 
anxiety and depression among 

children and young people more, 
and explain that things are tough 
sometimes but that there is help 

available.”
- Girl, 12 years old

“Change the concept of school so 
that it works for everyone. A lot 
of children stay at home today 

because they can’t cope in a school 
environment, with all the demands, 
etc. When an adult feels the same 

way, it’s called burnout.”
- Young person, 16 years old

“I think that they should 
help immigrants more with 
getting residence and jobs.”

- Boy, 14 years old “Tougher sentences 
for criminals.”

- Boy, 12 years old

“The migration policy must 
be kinder to immigrants.”

- Boy, 16 years old

“I think politicians should 
focus more on rights for men 

and women and stop racism in 
schools and in society.”

- Girl, 12 years old
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SCHOOL AND LEISURE TIME
RESULTS
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SUMMARY SCHOOL AND LEISURE TIME
This section reports on responses to questions about 
children’s experiences of support and vulnerability at 
school and in their leisure time. The questions cover, 
among other subjects, what help children get in 
school, insecurity and harassment, and opportunities 
for and obstacles to participating in leisure activities. 
The responses show that the majority of children 
are doing relatively well when it comes to school and 
leisure time. However, there is marked vulnerability 
among some groups of children attributable to fac-
tors such as gender/transgender identity, socioeco-
nomic conditions in the area where they live, and the 
child having a Swedish or foreign background.   

The vast majority of children say that they get the 
help they need at school to manage their assign-
ments. However, one in ten children seldom or nev-
er get the help they need at school. We can also see 
that children who live in areas with socioeconomic 
challenges report that they get help with homework 
less often than children who live in areas with mixed 
or good socioeconomic conditions. To the question 
about where they usually get help with homework, 
70% of the children said that they get help at home. 
In areas with socioeconomic challenges, however, 
only around a half, 56%, say that they usually get help 
with homework at home. When they do get help, it 
tends to be more at school.

As regards vulnerability to bullying and unsafe 
situations at school, the majority of children say that 
they have experienced being called names or being 
teased, i.e. have experienced harassment. One in five 
say that they have been teased repeatedly. 

We can also see that more than a quarter, 27%, 
of the girls have been subjected to sexual har-
assment at school on one or more occasions. Of 
those who identify as other than a boy or a girl, 
38% have been mistreated at school because of 
their sexuality, and 27% because of their trans-
gender identity. Questions about experience of 
being mistreated based on the various grounds 
for discrimination reveal that children with a 
foreign background are particularly vulnerable. 
One in four children with a foreign background 
state that they have been mistreated at school 
because of skin colour, ethnicity or religion. 
12-year-olds report being mistreated at school 
because of their age more than 14 and 16-year-
olds. A similar pattern of mistreatment is ob-
served in questions about leisure time, but the 
proportion reporting this is lower for leisure time 
than at school.

When it comes to obstacles to participating in 
leisure activities, it is clear that children with a 
foreign background and those who live in areas 
with socioeconomic challenges have had to fore-
go a leisure activity because their family cannot 
afford it to a greater degree than other groups. 
There are also differences based on type of fami-
ly, with those who live with only one parent, with 
relatives or in a foster home reporting to a great-
er degree that they have to forego activities for 
financial reasons. One in six children in rural are-
as, one in six children with a foreign background, 
and one in six children who live mostly with one 
parent say that they could not participate in an 
activity because they were unable to get there. •

Articles 28, 29 and 31

ACCORDING TO THE 
CONVENTION CHILDREN HAVE 
THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION AND 
LEISURE TIME

According to the Convention, all chil-

dren have the right to an equal, com-

pulsory and free primary education. It 

should develop the child’s full potential 

and respect for human rights.

Children also have the right to meaningful 

leisure time, for example, resting/relaxing, 

playing and cultural and artistic activities. 

The UN Committee on the Rights of the 

Child has highlighted how important it 

is for children to be able to control their 

leisure time and develop their abilities 

through their own discoveries. •

“There are too many norms 
about how you should be 

and look, what you should 
do and how you should do it. 
You can’t be yourself without 

being criticised.”
- Boy in focus group
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10. Do you get the help you need with your homework? 
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HELP AND SUPPORT WITH SCHOOLWORK
This section focuses on responses to questions about help and support 
at school and when doing homework. In all, one in ten children do not 
get the help they need at school to manage their assignments. In a 
gender comparison, 22% of children who identify as other than a boy or 
a girl say that they seldom or never get the help they need. For boys the 
corresponding figure is 7%, and for girls 10% (Diagram 9).

9. Do you get the help you need at school to manage your assignments?
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22%
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Seldom + Never

By gender

By socioeconomic conditions

“We don’t get enough 
help from some teachers. 
She says to go and figure 
it out yourself instead.”

- Girl in focus group

When it comes to homework, a total of 7% of children say that they 
seldom or never get the help they need with their homework. Children 
who live in areas with socioeconomic challenges report seldom or never 
getting the help they need with their homework more than children in 
other areas (Diagram 10). 

“If, for example, I ask for 
help with maths, then I 

might be written off as stupid 
and no good at maths.”
- Boy in focus group

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond 
 “always” or “usually”.

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond  
“always” or “usually”.

 Number of responses: 7443  Number of responses: 7542

DBF_q12_N_b_tot
DBF_q13_N_d_tot
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11. If you get help with homework, where do you usually get it?
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In answer to the question about where children usually get help with 
homework, 70% usually get help at home, 24% get help at school, and 
3% get help somewhere else. In areas with socioeconomic challenges, 
however, only around a half say that they usually get help with homework 
at home (Diagram 11). Considerably more children, 75%, get help with 
homework at home in areas with good socioeconomic conditions, 
compared to 56% in areas with socioeconomic challenges. In the latter 
group, a larger proportion report getting help at school instead.

When asked if they have a quiet and private place at home to do 
homework, almost one in ten children say that they do not (Diagram 
12). When we look at the various background factors, no significant 
differences are observed.

12. Do you have a quiet and private place at home to do your homework?
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In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond 
“always” or “usually”.

 Number of responses: 7555

Number of responses: 
6073

DBF_q14_N_d_tot
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VULNERABILITY AT SCHOOL
This section looks at children’s experiences of harassment 
and unsafe situations at school. In all, the majority, almost 
two-thirds, report having experienced harassment at 
school, such as being called names or being teased. It is 
clear from the responses that many children are subjected 
to this in various ways (Diagram 13). 

Almost a third, 29%, of all the children have been exposed 
to violence at school, in the form of being hit, kicked, 
shoved or locked in. Vulnerability is highest among boys 
and those who identify as other than a boy or a girl. Look-
ing at socioeconomic conditions, some differences are 
observed in the proportion subjected to some form of 
violence: 6% in areas with good socioeconomic conditions, 
compared to 9% in areas with socioeconomic challenges.

27% of all girls report having been subjected to sexual 
jokes/harassment at school, with vulnerability appearing 
to increase with age. Among 16-year-old girls, 38% say 
they have been subjected to this at school. 42% of those 
who identify as other than a boy or a girl report being 
subjected to sexual jokes/harassment at school.

We can see that children who identify as other than a boy 
or a girl are particularly vulnerable to all forms of victimisa-
tion, violence and harassment. The majority say that they 
have experienced harassment. This group, and girls, have 
to a greater degree than boys experienced being left out, 
excluded or ignored. They have also more regularly expe-
rienced other people lying, spreading false rumours and 
encouraging others to dislike them. 

13. Have any of these incidents happened to you at school??
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By gender

 Number of responses: 7418

 Number of responses: 7402

 Number of responses: 7402
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13. Have any of these incidents happened to you at school?? 14. This year have you experienced anyone at school saying unpleasant things 
or mocking, teasing or mistreating you on account of... 
(multiple responses possible)
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We have also asked children whether they have experienced anyone at 
school saying unpleasant things or mocking, teasing or mistreating them 
based on the grounds for discrimination as set out in Swedish discrimi-
nation legislation. We have also added a response option based on the 
family’s financial situation, “Your family not having much money”, which 
is also a form of discrimination under Article 2 of the Convention (Dia-
gram 14).  A total of 26% report having been mistreated based on one of 
the grounds for discrimination. Some differences based on background, 
gender and age have also been observed. The majority affected say that 
this is because they are girls, because of their age, or because of their 
skin colour or ethnicity. 

Among children with a foreign background, 25% say that their mistreat-
ment is because of their religion, skin colour, culture or where they or 
their family come from. Among children with a Swedish background, this 
figure is 4% (Diagram 14a). 

A fifth of the girls, 21%, report having been mistreated because they 
are girls. 38% of those who identify as other than a boy or a girl say they 
have been mistreated because they are homosexual or bisexual, and 
27% because they are trans/queer. 

“A lot of the time teachers have 
seen us being picked on. They 
see it but do nothing about it.” 

- Girl in focus group

14a. Same question as above. Experience of having been discriminated against at 
school based on religion, skin colour, culture or where you or your family come from

 Number of responses: 7446

 Number of responses: 7316

DBF_q16_1_N_a1
DBF_q16_1_N_e_tot
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15. This year have you experienced anyone in your leisure time saying unpleas-
ant things or mocking, teasing or mistreating you on account of... 
(multiple responses possible)
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VULNERABILITY IN LEISURE TIME
We also asked children if they had experienced anyone saying unpleasant 
things or mocking, teasing or mistreating them in their leisure time for 
the same reasons as given in the question about school (Diagram 15). 
There appears to be less vulnerability generally linked to the grounds for 
discrimination in leisure time, compared to at school. A large majority, 
78%, state that they have not been subjected to this in their leisure time. 

However, as regards vulnerability in leisure time, similar differences in 
background, gender and age can be observed as in the question about 
vulnerability at school. 12% of children with a foreign background say 
that they have been mistreated because of their skin colour, culture or 
where they or their family come from, compared to 3% of children with a 
Swedish background. 

Among girls, 13% report having been mistreated in their leisure time for 
being a girl. We can also see that those who identify as other than a boy 
or a girl, to a greater extent, 27%, feel that they have been mistreated in 
their leisure time because they are homosexual or bisexual, while 24% 
say it is because they are trans/queer.

15a. Same question as above. Experience of having been discriminated against in         
leisure time based on religion, skin colour, culture or where you or your family 
come from

3%

12%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Foreign background
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 Number of responses: 7318

 Number of responses: 7194
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16. This year have you been unable to participate in a leisure activity because your family could not afford 
the training kit, membership fees, equipment, etc. that you would need? 
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OBSTACLES TO LEISURE ACTIVITIES
According to the Convention, children have the right to meaningful leisure 
time. A total of 4% of children say that there have been instances when 
they couldn’t participate in a leisure activity because their family could 
not afford the training kit, membership fees, equipment, etc. (Diagram 16).

Significant differences can be observed in terms of socioeconomic condi-
tions. The proportion of children in areas with socioeconomic challenges 
who have been unable to participate in a leisure activity is 8%. When 
combined with those who answered “don’t know”, the figure rises to 16%. 

Children with a foreign background have, to a greater extent than chil-
dren with a Swedish background, been unable to participate in a leisure 
activity because their family could not afford it. Of children with a foreign 
background, 10% have experienced not being able to afford something, 
compared to 3% of children with a Swedish background.
 
Looking at type of family, there are also differences in the responses. 
9% of children who mostly or only live with a single parent said that they 
have not been able to afford a leisure activity. Among children who live 
with a relative, in a foster home or somewhere else, 13% say that they 
haven’t been able to afford an activity. Among those who live permanent-
ly or alternately with two parents, 4% report experiencing being unable 
to participate in a leisure activity.

By socioeconomic conditions By background

 Number of responses: 7556  Number of responses: 7432

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”. In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”.

DBF_q19_N_d_tot
DBF_q19_N_e_tot
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17. This year have you been unable to participate in an activity in your leisure 
time because you were unable to get to the activity? 
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We have also asked children whether they have been unable to partici-
pate in a leisure activity because they could not get there (Diagram 17). 
A total of 12% have experienced this. In rural areas, almost one in six 
children, 16%, say that they could not get to an activity. Children who live 
mostly or only with one parent are also affected by obstacles to a greater 
extent, with 18% having been unable to participate in a leisure activi-
ty, compared to 10% of those who live with both parents or alternate 
between them. Differences can also be observed in how children have 
answered based on background, with 17% of those with a foreign back-
ground, compared to 11% of those with a Swedish background, having 
had difficulty getting to a leisure activity.

By rural area/urban area/regional centre

 Number of responses: 7576

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”.

DBF_q20_N_f_tot
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“I used to play sport. School got in the 
way and now I’m getting back into it 
because I’ve got to grips with school 

/.../ I think there ought to be activities 
closer to home and that are easier to 

get in touch with.”
- Girl in focus group
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SECURITY AND HEALTH
RESULTS
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SUMMARY SECURITY AND HEALTH
This sections deals with questions about chil-
dren’s experiences of security and health. The 
questions cover, among other subjects, things 
that children worry about, experiences of securi-
ty in their residential area, vulnerability on social 
media, and whether children know where to turn 
if they not feeling well. 

A large majority, 84%, state that they feel safe in 
their residential area in the evenings. However, 
girls and those who identify as other than a boy 
or a girl feel the least safe.Twice the proportion 
of children and young people in areas with so-
cioeconomic challenges state that they seldom 
or never feel safe in the evenings compared 
to children in areas with good socioeconomic 
conditions.

One in seven 16-year-olds has worried about 
being subjected to violence, or this happening to 
a family member or someone they know. Almost 
one in ten children with a foreign background 
worries about being deported or someone in 
their family or that they know being deported.

12% of children have worried about their family 
not having enough money to get by. The propor-
tion of children with a foreign background who 
worry about this is twice that of children with a 
Swedish background, 20% and 10% respective-
ly. There is clearly a high level of concern, 25%, 
about family finances among children who live 
mostly or only with one parent. Twice the pro-
portion of children in areas with socioeconomic 
challenges worry about their family’s finances 
than in areas with good socioeconomic condi-

tions.
In all, 2% said that they had worried about not 
being able to be together with, or marry, the per-
son they choose. Of those who identify as other 
than a boy or a girl, 9% have worried about not 
being able to be together with, or marry, the 
person they choose. The corresponding figure 
for girls is 3%, and 1% for boys. 

On the subject of vulnerability on social media, 
we can see that all forms of vulnerability are 
most common among girls. For instance, one in 
four 16-year-old girls say that they have been 
contacted by an adult wanting to talk about sex.

Looking at how children feel, we can see that the 
proportion of children who felt sad or low for at 
least two weeks is higher among older children. 
Of 16-year-olds, almost half reported having 
felt sad or low for at least two weeks in the past 
year. The highest rate of depression was report-
ed by those who identify as other than a boy or a 
girl, 67%, compared to 43% of the girls and 19% 
of the boys.

Most of the children, 87%, know where to turn 
to get support and advice if they not feeling 
well. A clear majority talk to a parent or a friend. 
However, there are differences in where chil-
dren and young people turn. Girls and those who 
identify as other than a boy or a girl tend to turn 
more to a friend than is the case for boys. Those 
who identify as other than a boy or a girl would 
also turn more to a youth guidance centre, but 
less to their parents. 9% of the children state 
that they do not turn to anyone if they feel sad or 
low. •

Articles 19 and 24

ACCORDING TO THE 
CONVENTION CHILDREN 
HAVE THE RIGHT TO 
SECURITY AND HEALTH 

All children are entitled to a safe 

childhood, protected from violence, 

abuse, neglect and all forms of ex-

ploitation. 

Every child also has the right to 

the best possible health. Health 

in this context means both mental 

and physical health. Every child 

must have access to the health care 

and treatment they need. Parents 

must be given support to ensure 

that no child is exposed to violence 

or abuse, and that children really 

do get access to the best possible 

health.  •
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18. Do you feel safe in the area where you live during the daytime?
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SECURITY IN THE RESIDENTIAL AREA DURING THE DAYTIME
This page and the next looks at questions about security in the child’s 
residential area during the daytime and in the evenings. When it comes 
to security in the residential area during the day, 96% say that they often 
or always feel safe, 3% that they seldom or never feel safe, and 1% that 
they don’t know. Girls report feeling less safe than boys (Diagram 18, by 
gender). The response from children who live in areas with socioeconom-
ic challenges who say they feel safe is significantly lower than in other 
areas (Diagram 18, by socioeconomic conditions). 

“It is safe, but there are always 
stories about something that 

happened not far away. Maybe 
not so far away, and you don’t see 

but hear things that may make 
you feel unsafe.”

- Boy in focus group

By socioeconomic conditionsBy gender

 Number of responses: 7419
 Number of responses: 7468

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond  
“always” or “usually”.

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond  
“always” or “usually”.

DBF_q21_N_b_tot
DBF_q21_N_d_tot
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19. Do you feel safe in the area where you live in the evenings?
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SECURITY IN THE RESIDENTIAL AREA IN THE EVENINGS
A total of 84% say that they always or often feel safe in their residential 
area in the evenings. However, 14%, or one in seven children, say that 
they seldom or never feel safe in the evenings. 2% replied that they don’t 
know.  It can also be observed that a smaller percentage of girls than boys 
feel safe in their residential area in the evenings (Diagram 19, by gender). 
19% of girls and 22% of those who identify as other than a boy or a girl 
seldom or never feel safe in the evenings, compared to 7% of boys.

We can also see differences based on the area’s socioeconomic condi-
tions (Diagram 19, by socioeconomic conditions). Just over one in five 
children who live in areas with socioeconomic challenges say that they 
seldom or never feel safe in the evening in the area where they live, com-
pared to one in ten children in areas with good socioeconomic conditions. 
In addition to the differences shown in the diagrams, there are also dif-
ferences between rural areas/urban areas/regional centres. Those that 
live in a regional centre or urban area say, to a greater extent, 16% and 
14% respectively, that they seldom or never feel safe in their residential 
area in the evenings. The corresponding figure among children who live 
in rural areas is 9%.

By gender By socioeconomic conditions

 Number of responses: 7425

 Number of responses: 7475

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond  
“always”, “usually” or “don’t know”.

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond  
“always”, “usually” or “don’t know”.

DBF_q22_N_b_tot
DBF_q22_N_d_tot
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20. This year have you been worried about being subjected to violence in the area  
where you live, or this happening to a family member or someone you know?
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WHAT CHILDREN WORRY ABOUT
A total of 11% have in the past year worried about being subjected to 
violence in the area where they live, or this happening to a family mem-
ber or someone they know. Those who identify as other than a boy or a 
girl have worried the most about this, while more girls than boys report 
having been worried (Diagram 20).

Concerns about violence in the residential area increase with age, and 
16-year-olds worry more about violence than 12 and 14-year-olds. As 
far as this question is concerned, there are no major differences based on 
socioeconomic conditions.

By gender

 Number of responses: 7434

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”.

Girl

DBF_q23_N_b_tot
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We have also asked children whether they have been worried about they 
or their family not having somewhere to live or being forced to move. In 
all, 3% say that they have worried about this.

7% of children with a foreign background have worried about not having 
somewhere to live or being forced to move (Diagram 21, by background). 
The corresponding figure among children with a Swedish background is 
3%. There are differences based on the area’s socioeconomic conditions 
too. 5% of children in areas with socioeconomic challenges have wor-
ried about not having somewhere to live or being forced to move. The 
corresponding figure in areas with good socioeconomic conditions is 2% 
(Diagram 20, by socioeconomic conditions).

There are also differences based on type of family. A total of 19% of the 
children who live with a relative/in a foster home or somewhere else 
have worried about not having somewhere to live or being forced to 
move. Of those who live mostly or only with one parent, 8% say that they 
have worried about this, compared to 2% among those who live with 
both parents, and 4% among those who split their time equally between 
both parents.
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21. This year have you been worried about you or your family not having somewhere to live or being forced to move?

By background By socioeconomic conditions

 Number of responses: 7455  Number of responses: 7494

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”. In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”.

DBF_q24_N_e_tot
DBF_q24_N_d_tot
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22. This year have you been worried about your family not having enough money to get by?

A total of 12% of all children have been worried about their family not 
having enough money to get by. Twice the proportion of children with a 
foreign background, 20%, have worried about this compared to children 
with a Swedish background, 10% (Diagram 22, by background).

Girls more than boys have worried about their family not having enough 
money, 14% compared to 8%. The corresponding percentage among 
those who identify as other than a boy or a girl is 27%. 

There are also differences based on socioeconomic conditions (Diagram 
22, by socioeconomic conditions). Children who live in areas with socio-
economic challenges report to a greater extent that they have worried 
about their family not having enough money to get by. 

Looking at type of family, we can see that children who live mostly or 
only with one parent report being worried about not having enough 
money to get by to a greater extent, 26%, than those who live with both 
parents, 8%. The percent-
age for children who split 
their time equally between 
both parents is 13%. The 
children who live with 
relatives/in a foster home 
worry the most, 33%, about 
not having enough money 
to get by.

By background By socioeconomic conditions

“You want to help your parents. 
Kids as young as 15 want to get 
a summer job to be able to pay 

for themselves, so their parents 
can keep the money they earn.”

- Girl in focus group

 Number of responses: 7436
 Number of responses: 7473

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”. In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”.

DBF_q25_N_e_tot
DBF_q25_N_d_tot
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23. This year have you been worried about you, your family or someone you 
know being deported (not being able to stay in Sweden)?
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24. This year have you been worried about not being able to decide who you 
will be together with or marry in the future?
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A total of 4% of all children have worried about being deported or 
about someone close to them being deported. It is apparent that worry 
is far more common among children with a foreign background, where 
9% have felt worried, compared to 3% of children with a Swedish back-
ground (Diagram 23).

The proportion of children who have worried about not being able to 
decide for themselves who they want to be together with or marry in 
the future is 2% (Diagram 24). Almost one in ten children who identify 
as other than a boy or a girl have worried about this. If we combine the 
figures for yes and don’t know in this group, the result is just over one in 
five children.

Among children with a foreign background who answered yes (4%) or 
don’t know (7%), the figure is a total of 11%. The total for children with a 
Swedish background is 4%, with 2% saying yes and 2% don’t know. If we 
look at girls with a foreign background, 5% say that they have been wor-
ried, compared to 2% of girls with a Swedish background. 

By background By gender

 Number of responses: 7455

 Number of responses: 7457

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”. In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”.

DBF_q26_N_e_tot
DBF_q27_N_b_tot
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25. This year have you been sad or low for at least two weeks or more?

LOW FOR AT LEAST TWO WEEKS
The survey asked children whether they had been sad or low for at least 
two weeks or more in the past year. There are clear differences in the 
gender responses (Diagram 25). More than twice the proportion of girls 
than boys, 43% and 19% respectively, say that they have felt sad or low 
for at least two weeks or more. Among those who identify as other than a 
boy or a girl, the figure is 67%.

We can also see that the proportion who said that they had felt sad or 
low is higher among the older age groups. A fifth of 12-year-olds say that 
they have felt sad or low for at least two weeks, compared to a third of 

14-year-olds and almost half of 16-year-olds. 57% of 16-year-old girls 
report having been sad or low for at least two weeks or more. No major 
differences were observed in the survey responses that could be attrib-
uted to socioeconomic conditions or background.

By gender By age

“Some youngsters find things 
very difficult. A lot of it has 

to do with school. There may 
be bullying. A lot of pupils are 

depressed.”
- Girl in focus group

 Number of responses: 7421  Number of responses: 7468

In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”. In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “no”.

DBF_q28_N_b_tot
DBF_q28_N_c_tot
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26. Do you know where you can turn to get support if you are not feeling 
well, are mistreated or need an adult to talk to?
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SUPPORT AND ADVICE
Most children, 87%, say that they know where to turn to get support if 
they not feeling well, are being mistreated or need to talk to an adult. 
There are no major differences based on age, unlike gender (Diagram 26). 
13% of those who identify as other than a boy or a girl have said that they 
don’t know where to turn, compared to 7% of the boys and 6% of the 
girls. A slightly lower percentage of children with a foreign background 
than those with a Swedish background, 79% and 88% respectively, say 
that they know where to turn. 

We have also asked where children turn if they not feeling well and need 
to talk to someone. Multiple answers were possible. Most, three-quar-
ters, turn to a parent. Almost two-thirds choose to talk to a friend. One 
in four children say that they would turn to a teacher or to pupil health 
services. A similar number would turn to a relative, a leader of leisure 
activities or another adult. 16-year-olds turn less to a parent or a teacher 
than younger children. 16-years-old tend instead to turn to someone else 
or don’t speak to anyone. Almost one in ten children don’t turn to anyone 
if they not feeling well or need to talk. 

27. Where do you turn if you are not feeling well or 
need to talk to someone? (Multiple answers possible)
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By gender

“We girls support 
one another.”

- Girl in focus group

 Number of responses: 7441

 Number of responses: 7515
In addition to the above responses, children have also been able to respond “yes”.

DBF_q29_N_b_tot
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28. This year have any of these happened to you?
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Total
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Other
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Total

Boy
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Other
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An adult has 
contacted you 

on social media 
who wanted to 
talk about sex 

Received abusive/
offensive messages 

or images on 
social media 
from adults 

Received abusive/
offensive messages 

or images on 
social media from 
other children and 

young people

VULNERABILITY ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
This section looks at the proportion of children who 
have experienced various forms of vulnerability on 
social media (Diagram 28). The issue reported most 
by children, total 15%, is having received offensive 
or abusive messages or images from other children 
or young people.

A total of 11% report having been contacted on 
social media by an adult who wanted to talk to them 
about sex. Girls and those who identify as other than 
a boy or a girl report to a greater degree generally 
having been subjected to certain behaviours on 
social media. For example, 15% of girls and 21% of 
those who identify as other than a boy or a girl said 
that an adult had contacted them to talk about sex 
– the corresponding figure for boys is 6%. There are 
also differences by age, with 16-year-olds reporting 
that they have been subjected to abusive/offensive 
messages or images on social media, or been 
contacted by an adult wanting to talk about sex, to a 
greater degree than younger children.

Analyses by gender and age reveal that older girls 
are especially vulnerable. Among 16-year-old girls, 
24% have been contacted on social media by an 
adult who wanted to talk to them about sex. The 
corresponding figures for 14-year-old girls and 
12-year-old girls are 15% and 4% respectively.

 Number of responses: 7522

 Number of responses: 7520

 Number of responses: 7541

DBF_q18_3_N_a1
DBF_q18_2_N_a1
DBF_q18_1_N_a1
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28. This year have any of these happened to you?

“One of my best girlfriends /.../ she 
trusted a guy she’d been with for months. 

In the end, he put an image of her on 
social media. He took an image of a bum 
from Google. /.../ She doesn’t feel safe at 

school any more. People call her a whore.”
- Girl in focus group
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THE FUTURE
RESULTS
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Article 6

ACCORDING TO THE CONVENTION, 
CHILDREN HAVE THE RIGHT TO 
DEVELOPMENT

A child’s right to develop is one of the 

guiding principles of the Convention. This 

encompasses the child’s physical, mental, 

spiritual, moral and social development. To 

make this a reality, all the other rights in 

the Convention must be fulfilled – the child 

must, among other things:

• feel well

• go to school

• be protected from all forms of violence

• benefit from social security

• have meaningful leisure time

• be treated with respect

• be able to exercise their fundamental 

freedoms, such as respect for their 

views, freedom of expression and 

thought, and religious freedom •

ABOUT THE FUTURE.

Finally, we asked children about their view of 
the future. A total of 83% of the children say 
that they have a positive view of the future. It 
is clear, however, that a smaller proportion of 
older children regard the future in a positive 
light. A much smaller proportion, 45%, of those 
who identify as other than a boy or a girl had 
a positive view of the future too. The corre-
sponding figure for boys is 86% and for girls 
81%.

29. How do you regard your future?

83%

8% 10%

80%

11%
9%

81%

8%
11%

86%

4%
9%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Very positive + 
Fairly positive

Very negative + 
Fairly negative

Don´t know

Total

16 years

14 years

12 years 

“I have a very positive view of my 
future. Because I know what I want 

to be, I’m certain, I’ll get there. I don’t 
feel negative at all. I’m destined to be 

this. I don’t know why I have to choose 
something that doesn’t make me 

happy when I can choose something 
that does. I want to be a lawyer.” 

- Girl in focus group

By age

“I can worry about things 
not working out for me. 
If I have a life crisis, or 

something like that. How I’ll 
get over it.”

- Boy in focus group

 Number of responses: 7453

DBF_q33_N_c_tot
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SUMMARY AND  
RECOMMENDATIONS

50

SUMMARY 
AND REFLECTIONS
Young Voices looks at what almost 8,000 children think about 
their situation in life and a number of their rights as children. The 
report overwhelmingly shows that children want to discuss issues 
that affect them. The vast majority of children say that they have 
a fairly good life – they feel well and safe and have good adults 
around them. Most children have a lot of faith in the future, and 
it’s a positive sign too that so many are able to learn about the 
Convention at school. However, there are many challenges to 
overcome as well. Various background factors, such as gender, 
socioeconomic conditions, type of family and whether the child or 
their parents were born outside of Sweden can reduce the chances 
of children having their rights fulfilled. 

CHILDREN ARE GROWING UP  
UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
The family’s socioeconomic status is one factor that can have 
an impact on children’s lives. In the report, 12% of the children 
say that they are worried about their family not having enough 
money to get by, roughly the same figure as reported as living in 
poverty in statistics in Save the Children Sweden’s 2021 annual 
report on child poverty (Barnfattigdom i Sverige - Årsrapport 
2021). The proportion of children with a foreign background who 
worry about not having enough money to get by is twice that of 
children with a Swedish background. We can also see that these 
concerns are more common among children who live mostly or 
only with one parent, compared to those who live with two par-
ents. This corresponds to findings in the aforementioned Save the 
Children Sweden report, where a foreign background and living 
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SUMMARY 
AND REFLECTIONS

with a single parent are two factors that increase the risk of childhood pov-
erty.  Similar differences as evident in worry about family finances can also 
be observed when it comes to worry about the family not having somewhere 
to live or being forced to move, i.e. background and type of family. 

As regards children getting the help they need in school to manage their 
assignments, one in ten children say that they seldom or never get the help 
they need. We can also see that children who live in areas with socioeconomic 
challenges receive help with their homework at home to a lesser extent, 56%, 
than the average, 70%. When they do get help, it tends to be more at school. 
When asked about leisure activities, a lot of children reported problems 
getting to their leisure activities. As many as 16% of children who live in rural 
areas and 18% of those who live mostly or only with one parent have experi-
enced being unable to get to a leisure activity in the past year.  

Security in their residential area is important for children and young people 
to be able to move around freely. Here, most children report feeling safe. 
However, there are differences in the responses of different groups of chil-
dren. For instance, twice the proportion of children who live in areas with 
socioeconomic challenges compared with those who live in areas with good 
socioeconomic conditions say that they feel unsafe in the area during the 
daytime and in the evenings. 14% of all respondents state that they seldom or 
never feel safe in the evenings. One in ten children state that they are worried 
about being subjected to violence in the area where they live, or this happen-
ing to a family member or someone they know. It seems that children and 
young people in larger cities feel less safe in their residential area. In terms 
of gender, we can also see that girls and children who identify as other than a 
boy or a girl feel most unsafe in their local area.  

WHAT YOUNG VOICES SAYS ABOUT CHILD VULNERABILITY
Young Voices provides a picture of how different groups of children experi-
ence different forms of vulnerability. According to Läroplan för grundskolan, 
förskoleklassen och fritidshemmet – Lgr22 (a curriculum for compulsory 
school, preschool class and school-age educare), a clear task of school is to 
promote, prevent and actively counteract all forms of victimisation, harass-
ment and discrimination. Yet it is clear from children’s responses about victi-
misation and harassment that this is part and parcel of the normal school day 
for far too many children. The proportion of children subjected to offensive 
comments at school is greater than in leisure time. One in five children say 
that they have been called names or teased repeatedly at school. Girls and 
the children who identify as other than a boy or a girl are especially vulnera-
ble to sexual jokes and harassment at school, and to various forms of vulner-
ability online, compared to boys. On the other hand, boys and the children 
who identify as other than a boy or a girl are subjected to more physical 
violence at school. As regards experience of being subjected to mistreat-
ment at school based on one the grounds for discrimination, 38% of those 
who identify as other than a boy or a girl say their mistreatment is because of 
their sexuality, and 27% because they are trans/queer. It is also evident that 
a large proportion, one in four children with a foreign background, say that 
they have been teased or mistreated at school because of their skin colour, 
culture, religion or where they or their family come from. This is a higher 
proportion than those who reported having been discriminated against or 
harassed based on ethnicity or religion in the Save the Children Sweden 
report Adults – what do they do? – Children’s Voices on Racism in Schools.  

Young Voices also finds that 22% have experienced someone in their leisure 
time saying unpleasant things or mocking, teasing or mistreating them. As re-
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gards vulnerability on social media, one in seven children say they have re-
ceived abusive or offensive messages or images on social media from other 
children or young people. One in ten children have been contacted on social 
media by an adult who wanted to talk to them about sex. The older children, 
the 16-year-olds, and girls and those who identify as other than a boy or a 
girl have experienced this to the greatest extent. One in four 16-year-old 
girls and one in seven 14-year-old girls say they have been contacted on 
social media by an adult who wanted to talk about sex. 

FIGURES, HIGH OR LOW, CAN TELL US A LOT
In a report of this kind it is easy to focus on the high numbers. It is of course 
important to do this, as these represent large numbers of affected chil-
dren. For example, 33% state that in the past year they have felt sad or low 
for two weeks or more. Among those that identify as neither a boy nor a 
girl, that figure rises to 67%. These are numbers that adults have to take 
seriously by talking to children around them about how they feel. These 
figures must, however, be interpreted cautiously and not be seen as an 
indication of mental ill health, as the question was about depression over 
a period of at least two weeks. While our attention may be caught by high 
numbers in some areas of the survey, low numbers are equally important. 
For instance, 9% of children and young people respond “don’t turn to an-
yone” when asked where they turn if not feeling well or needing to talk to 
someone. The report also reveals that the group of children who identify 
as other than a boy or a girl are consistently more vulnerable, worry more 
often and get the support they need less frequently. 

CHILDREN WANT TO INFLUENCE THINGS  
AND CONTRIBUTE TO DECISIONS
Based on responses to the questions about influence and participation, 
it is clear that children want to contribute to decisions, make their views 
heard and be listened to. Children and young people are familiar with the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. However, only a third believe that 
politicians always or often listen to the views of children. It is also obvious 
that children’s participation and influence differs dramatically depending 
on where they are. In the survey 9 out of 10 replied that they are able to 

influence matters at home, while fewer but still a majority, 6 out of 10, have 
been able to influence matters at school and in their leisure time in the past 
year. Despite children spending a lot of time at school and this being their 
workplace, it is interesting to note that the figure for at school is signifi-
cantly lower than for at home. However, it is in the municipality and the 
area where they live that children feel least able to discuss and influence 
decisions, with the figures for these being just 15% and 21% respectively.

Almost 6,000 children and young people responded (in their own words) 
to our open-ended question about what they think politicians should 
focus on most during the 2022 election year. Almost half see the environ-
ment and climate as the most important issue. Around 1,000 children also 
mentioned issues to do with school. When we provided a list of responses 
for the question about what children themselves would like to influence, 
the top answers were equal rights for girls and boys, children’s health and 
wellbeing, and tackling racism. The obvious conclusion to draw from this is 
that children are engaged and have a lot to say to today’s politicians. 

ADULTS’ OBLIGATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Young Voices has provided us with a picture of the situation facing children 
and young people in Sweden today. It is evident that there are countless 
children who, for various reasons and in various ways, need help, support, 
better conditions and protection to ensure their rights are fulfilled. In this 
respect, all adults have a vital role to play – politicians who make decisions 
at national, regional and municipal level, staff involved in various activi-
ties, preschool, school and healthcare staff, social services staff, leaders 
of leisure activities, parents/guardians or other adults around children. 
Early recognition of the fact that a child needs some kind of support, and 
ensuring that it is provided, is crucial to that child’s development in life. 
Young Voices also clearly shows that children and young people want to 
be able to influence their lives, at all levels. The responses indicate the 
importance of adults creating the opportunity for that influence. That is 
why Save the Children Sweden has decided to issue a challenge to the 
country’s politicians, whether in the Riksdag or government or in our 21 
counties or 290 municipalities. •
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It is time to fulfil the purpose of 
incorporating the Convention into Swedish law
One of the aims of incorporating the Convention into Swedish law was to 
ensure that the rights of the child have an impact in all areas that concern 
children and at all levels. The idea is that children must always have the 
right to express their views and have them taken seriously. The opportu-
nity of children to express their views and participate in all matters and 
decisions that concern them is key. Young Voices shows that we still have 
a long way to go to live up to this, at all levels of society.  

It is time for politicians to build trust among children 
and young people and to show them that their views matter
A great many children and young people think that politicians don’t listen 
to what they say. Most children and young people are not consulted be-
fore decisions are made that affect their local area. There is a great deal 
of focus at present in politics about measures at local and regional level. 
For that reason, politicians must begin listening to children and young 
people in order to discover their views on the situation and their suggest-
ed solutions.

Decision-makers at local, regional and national level should:
• regularly and systematically examine which issues and matters are 

important to children.

• systematically ensure that children contribute to and are involved in 
decisions that affect them. This is the case for everything from official 
reports on new legislation to restructuring at a school.

It is time to live up to our commitments in Agenda 2030
A lot of questions and responses in Young Voices can be related to goals 
in Agenda 2030, which Swedish has chosen to implement. Save the 
Children Sweden wants to see the following goals included in national 
and local policy documents, and decision-makers at national, regional and 
local level producing concrete action plans to achieve them. We consider 
the following to be most important based on the goals:

• Halving child poverty by 2030.

• Tackling violence against children. 

• Ensuring the right of all children to equal schooling of a high standard 
that compensates for the differing backgrounds of children. 

• Climate action that takes into account the best interests of the child, 
and children having the opportunity to help limit global warming to 
1.5 °C and shaping solutions for climate adaptation. 

It is time to ensure that all children are treated equally no matter where they 
live, how they identify or where they and their parents were born
Young Voices confirms that children and young people who identify as 
other than a boy or a girl, children with a foreign background and those 
who live in areas with socioeconomic challenges experience greater 
vulnerability, worry more and have their rights violated to a greater 
degree. The time has come to take action and decisions in this area 
and pay greater attention to the situation in which these children find 

themselves, and to systematically ensure that their rights are fulfilled. •

SAVE THE CHILDREN SWEDEN’S RECOMMENDATIONS
In light of the results of Young Voices, Save the Children Sweden wants to 
issue the following challenges to national, regional and municipal politicians: 
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Read Young Voices based on your own situation in life. Talk 
to children and young people to identify the most important 
issues that you can address. 

Conduct focus group interviews or in-depth studies on 
these issues, together with affected children. This will 
enable you to learn more about why the situation is the way 
it is and what children and young people think needs to be 
done to correct it.

Produce a plan for what needs to be done, include children 
and young people, allocate resources, provide mandates and 
get to it!

HOW TO USE YOUNG VOICES

1

2

3
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“More qualified 
teachers and support 

staff in schools.”
- Girl, 14 years old

“More football pitches 
and ice rinks, as these 
are always booked up/

being used by clubs.”
- Boy, 12 years old

“Children should be 
able to get help with 
their wellbeing more 
easily and not be put 

on a waiting list.”
- Girl, 16 years old

“Those with disabilities should get the 
help available by law, even if they’re 
not old. My mum uses a wheelchair. 

She lost the assistants she’d had for 9 
years. She been fighting in court now 
for 2 years. It has a huge impact on 

me as a child!”
- Girl, 14 years old

“Criminality because 
you’re frightened of 

someone being shot and 
dying. If you start 

to think about it too much, 
you feel sad.”

- Boy, 12 years old
“The environment and 

what everyday changes 
we can make here in 

Sweden to improve it.”
- Girl, 12 years old

“Climate change, 
biodiversity and 

reducing the amount of 
monocultures!”

- Young person, 16 years 
old

Quotes from children when asked what politicians should focus on during the 
2022 election year. More quotes can be found on page 24.
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APPENDIX
This appendix includes all questions, with total responses and responses 
by gender and by age. 

Are you...?

Where were you born?

How old are you?

Total 

Boy 44%

Girl 54%

Other 2%

Number of responses 7508

Total 

Sweden 88%

Other country 12%

Number of responses 7515

Total 

12 years 33%

14 years 34%

16 years 33%

Number of responses 7939

Where were your parents born? Parent 1

Where were your parents born? Parent 2

Total 

Sweden 83%

Other country 17%

Number of responses 7461

Total 

Sweden 76%

Other country 24%

Number of responses 7406

What is your living arrangement?
Total 

With both your parents 74%

Half the time with one parent and half 
the time with the other

11%

Mostly or only with one parent 14%

With a relative/in a foster home/other 1%

Number of responses 7503

DBF_!q1_1
DBF_q1_1_Total
DBF_!q1_2
DBF_q1_2_Total
DBF_!q1_3
DBF_q1_3_Total
DBF_q1_N_a1
DBF_!q2_1
DBF_q2_1_Total
DBF_!q2_2
DBF_q2_2_Total
DBF_q2_N_a1
DBF_!Födelseår_2009
DBF_Födelseår_2009_Total
DBF_!Födelseår_2007
DBF_Födelseår_2007_Total
DBF_!Födelseår_2004
DBF_Födelseår_2004_Total
DBF_Födelseår_N_a1
DBF_!q3_1_1
DBF_q3_1_1_Total
DBF_!q3_1_2
DBF_q3_1_2_Total
DBF_q3_1_N_a1
DBF_!q3_2_1
DBF_q3_2_1_Total
DBF_!q3_2_2
DBF_q3_2_2_Total
DBF_q3_2_N_a1
DBF_!q4_1
DBF_q4_1_Total
DBF_!q4_2
DBF_!q4_2
DBF_q4_2_Total
DBF_!q4_3
DBF_q4_3_Total
DBF_!q4_4
DBF_q4_4_Total
DBF_q4_N_a1
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Have you heard about the Convention on the Rights of the Child?

This term or last term, have you worked with the Convention/children’s rights at school?

Do you believe that politicians/decision-makers listen to the views of children?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 77% 75% 79% 68% 80% 75% 74%

No 15% 17% 13% 19% 12% 17% 17%

Don’t know 8% 7% 8% 13% 8% 8% 8%

Number of responses 7880 3267 4042 150 2621 2647 2612

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 39% 40% 39% 29% 55% 32% 29%

No 40% 38% 42% 46% 22% 45% 53%

Don’t know 21% 23% 20% 26% 22% 23% 18%

Number of responses 7879 3267 4045 149 2619 2647 2613

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 3% 3% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2%

Usually 30% 33% 28% 23% 41% 27% 21%

Seldom 59% 55% 63% 58% 51% 61% 67%

Never 8% 8% 8% 17% 5% 10% 10%

Number of responses 7825 3243 4011 152 2605 2634 2586

DBF_!q5_1
DBF_q5_1_Total
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DBF_q5_N_c3
DBF_!q6_1
DBF_q6_1_Total
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DBF_!q6_2
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DBF_q6_2_Kille
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DBF_q6_99_Tjej
DBF_q6_99_Annat
DBF_q6_99_12 år
DBF_q6_99_14 år
DBF_q6_99_16 år
DBF_q6_N_a1
DBF_q6_N_b1
DBF_q6_N_b2
DBF_q6_N_b3
DBF_q6_N_c1
DBF_q6_N_c2
DBF_q6_N_c3
DBF_!q7_1
DBF_q7_1_Total
DBF_q7_1_Kille
DBF_q7_1_Tjej
DBF_q7_1_Annat
DBF_q7_1_12 år
DBF_q7_1_14 år
DBF_q7_1_16 år
DBF_!q7_2
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DBF_q7_2_Tjej
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DBF_!q7_4
DBF_q7_4_Total
DBF_q7_4_Kille
DBF_q7_4_Tjej
DBF_q7_4_Annat
DBF_q7_4_12 år
DBF_q7_4_14 år
DBF_q7_4_16 år
DBF_q7_N_a1
DBF_q7_N_b1
DBF_q7_N_b2
DBF_q7_N_b3
DBF_q7_N_c1
DBF_q7_N_c2
DBF_q7_N_c3
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This year have you been able to discuss/influence issues that are important to you at school?

This year have you been able to discuss/influence issues that are important to you during leisure 
activities?

This year have you been able to discuss/influence issues that are important to you in your municipality? 

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 13% 14% 12% 9% 16% 11% 11%

Usually 50% 49% 52% 42% 53% 47% 51%

Seldom 29% 28% 28% 38% 25% 32% 29%

Never 8% 9% 7% 11% 6% 10% 9%

Number of responses 7829 3247 4022 148 2606 2630 2593

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 23% 26% 21% 18% 26% 23% 21%

Usually 42% 43% 41% 36% 42% 43% 39%

Seldom 13% 12% 13% 15% 15% 12% 12%

Never 5% 5% 5% 7% 5% 5% 5%

Not relevant 17% 14% 19% 24% 12% 16% 23%

Number of responses 7798 3230 4006 148 2599 2621 2578

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 4% 4% 3% 3% 5% 4% 3%

Usually 11% 11% 10% 9% 11% 10% 11%

Seldom 30% 29% 30% 30% 25% 28% 35%

Never 56% 56% 57% 58% 59% 58% 50%

Not relevant 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Number of responses 7693 3188 3949 149 2563 2594 2536
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DBF_q8_1_4_16 år
DBF_q8_1_N_a1
DBF_q8_1_N_b1
DBF_q8_1_N_b2
DBF_q8_1_N_b3
DBF_q8_1_N_c1
DBF_q8_1_N_c2
DBF_q8_1_N_c3
DBF_!q8_2_1
DBF_q8_2_1_Total
DBF_q8_2_1_Kille
DBF_q8_2_1_Tjej
DBF_q8_2_1_Annat
DBF_q8_2_1_12 år
DBF_q8_2_1_14 år
DBF_q8_2_1_16 år
DBF_!q8_2_2
DBF_q8_2_2_Total
DBF_q8_2_2_Kille
DBF_q8_2_2_Tjej
DBF_q8_2_2_Annat
DBF_q8_2_2_12 år
DBF_q8_2_2_14 år
DBF_q8_2_2_16 år
DBF_!q8_2_3
DBF_q8_2_3_Total
DBF_q8_2_3_Kille
DBF_q8_2_3_Tjej
DBF_q8_2_3_Annat
DBF_q8_2_3_12 år
DBF_q8_2_3_14 år
DBF_q8_2_3_16 år
DBF_!q8_2_4
DBF_q8_2_4_Total
DBF_q8_2_4_Kille
DBF_q8_2_4_Tjej
DBF_q8_2_4_Annat
DBF_q8_2_4_12 år
DBF_q8_2_4_14 år
DBF_q8_2_4_16 år
DBF_!q8_2_5
DBF_q8_2_5_Total
DBF_q8_2_5_Kille
DBF_q8_2_5_Tjej
DBF_q8_2_5_Annat
DBF_q8_2_5_12 år
DBF_q8_2_5_14 år
DBF_q8_2_5_16 år
DBF_q8_2_N_a1
DBF_q8_2_N_b1
DBF_q8_2_N_b2
DBF_q8_2_N_b3
DBF_q8_2_N_c1
DBF_q8_2_N_c2
DBF_q8_2_N_c3
DBF_!q8_3_1
DBF_q8_3_1_Total
DBF_q8_3_1_Kille
DBF_q8_3_1_Tjej
DBF_q8_3_1_Annat
DBF_q8_3_1_12 år
DBF_q8_3_1_14 år
DBF_q8_3_1_16 år
DBF_!q8_3_2
DBF_q8_3_2_Total
DBF_q8_3_2_Kille
DBF_q8_3_2_Tjej
DBF_q8_3_2_Annat
DBF_q8_3_2_12 år
DBF_q8_3_2_14 år
DBF_q8_3_2_16 år
DBF_!q8_3_3
DBF_q8_3_3_Total
DBF_q8_3_3_Kille
DBF_q8_3_3_Tjej
DBF_q8_3_3_Annat
DBF_q8_3_3_12 år
DBF_q8_3_3_14 år
DBF_q8_3_3_16 år
DBF_!q8_3_4
DBF_q8_3_4_Total
DBF_q8_3_4_Kille
DBF_q8_3_4_Tjej
DBF_q8_3_4_Annat
DBF_q8_3_4_12 år
DBF_q8_3_4_14 år
DBF_q8_3_4_16 år
DBF_!q8_3_5
DBF_q8_3_5_Total
DBF_q8_3_5_Kille
DBF_q8_3_5_Tjej
DBF_q8_3_5_Annat
DBF_q8_3_5_12 år
DBF_q8_3_5_14 år
DBF_q8_3_5_16 år
DBF_q8_3_N_a1
DBF_q8_3_N_b1
DBF_q8_3_N_b2
DBF_q8_3_N_b3
DBF_q8_3_N_c1
DBF_q8_3_N_c2
DBF_q8_3_N_c3
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This year have you been able to discuss/influence issues that are important to you in the area where 
you live?

This year have you been able to discuss/influence issues that are important to you at home?

Indicate with a cross all the things you would like to be able to discuss/influence.

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 6% 6% 5% 5% 8% 5% 5%

Usually 15% 16% 14% 13% 15% 14% 16%

Seldom 27% 27% 27% 27% 24% 27% 30%

Never 52% 50% 54% 54% 52% 53% 49%

Number of responses 7717 3203 3957 147 2566 2595 2556

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 42% 41% 43% 26% 41% 40% 45%

Usually 50% 51% 50% 57% 52% 52% 46%

Seldom 6% 6% 5% 12% 5% 5% 7%

Never 2% 2% 2% 5% 1% 2% 2%

Number of responses 7794 3231 4006 148 2594 2623 2577

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Activities in leisure time 44% 47% 43% 25% 52% 42% 39%

The area where you live 29% 30% 28% 24% 33% 24% 29%

Public transport (for example, free 
bus/tram passes, more services) 54% 47% 60% 55% 48% 52% 62%

Tackling racism 65% 55% 73% 75% 73% 61% 60%

Equal rights for girls and boys 69% 55% 81% 75% 76% 64% 66%

Environmental and climate issues 49% 42% 55% 62% 54% 44% 48%

Children’s health and wellbeing 64% 52% 75% 72% 70% 59% 64%

Something else 15% 15% 14% 31% 17% 15% 12%

I don’t want to discuss/influence anything 10% 14% 6% 10% 7% 12% 11%

Number of responses 7852 3261 4047 151 2610 2629 2613

DBF_!q8_4_1
DBF_q8_4_1_Total
DBF_q8_4_1_Kille
DBF_q8_4_1_Tjej
DBF_q8_4_1_Annat
DBF_q8_4_1_12 år
DBF_q8_4_1_14 år
DBF_q8_4_1_16 år
DBF_!q8_4_2
DBF_q8_4_2_Total
DBF_q8_4_2_Kille
DBF_q8_4_2_Tjej
DBF_q8_4_2_Annat
DBF_q8_4_2_12 år
DBF_q8_4_2_14 år
DBF_q8_4_2_16 år
DBF_!q8_4_3
DBF_q8_4_3_Total
DBF_q8_4_3_Kille
DBF_q8_4_3_Tjej
DBF_q8_4_3_Annat
DBF_q8_4_3_12 år
DBF_q8_4_3_14 år
DBF_q8_4_3_16 år
DBF_!q8_4_4
DBF_q8_4_4_Total
DBF_q8_4_4_Kille
DBF_q8_4_4_Tjej
DBF_q8_4_4_Annat
DBF_q8_4_4_12 år
DBF_q8_4_4_14 år
DBF_q8_4_4_16 år
DBF_q8_4_N_a1
DBF_q8_4_N_b1
DBF_q8_4_N_b2
DBF_q8_4_N_b3
DBF_q8_4_N_c1
DBF_q8_4_N_c2
DBF_q8_4_N_c3
DBF_!q8_5_1
DBF_q8_5_1_Total
DBF_q8_5_1_Kille
DBF_q8_5_1_Tjej
DBF_q8_5_1_Annat
DBF_q8_5_1_12 år
DBF_q8_5_1_14 år
DBF_q8_5_1_16 år
DBF_!q8_5_2
DBF_q8_5_2_Total
DBF_q8_5_2_Kille
DBF_q8_5_2_Tjej
DBF_q8_5_2_Annat
DBF_q8_5_2_12 år
DBF_q8_5_2_14 år
DBF_q8_5_2_16 år
DBF_!q8_5_3
DBF_q8_5_3_Total
DBF_q8_5_3_Kille
DBF_q8_5_3_Tjej
DBF_q8_5_3_Annat
DBF_q8_5_3_12 år
DBF_q8_5_3_14 år
DBF_q8_5_3_16 år
DBF_!q8_5_4
DBF_q8_5_4_Total
DBF_q8_5_4_Kille
DBF_q8_5_4_Tjej
DBF_q8_5_4_Annat
DBF_q8_5_4_12 år
DBF_q8_5_4_14 år
DBF_q8_5_4_16 år
DBF_q8_5_N_a1
DBF_q8_5_N_b1
DBF_q8_5_N_b2
DBF_q8_5_N_b3
DBF_q8_5_N_c1
DBF_q8_5_N_c2
DBF_q8_5_N_c3
DBF_!q9_1_1
DBF_q9_1_1_Total
DBF_q9_1_1_Kille
DBF_q9_1_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_1_1_Annat
DBF_q9_1_1_12 år
DBF_q9_1_1_14 år
DBF_q9_1_1_16 år
DBF_!q9_2_1
DBF_q9_2_1_Total
DBF_q9_2_1_Kille
DBF_q9_2_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_2_1_Annat
DBF_q9_2_1_12 år
DBF_q9_2_1_14 år
DBF_q9_2_1_16 år
DBF_!q9_3_1
DBF_!q9_3_1
DBF_q9_3_1_Total
DBF_q9_3_1_Kille
DBF_q9_3_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_3_1_Annat
DBF_q9_3_1_12 år
DBF_q9_3_1_14 år
DBF_q9_3_1_16 år
DBF_!q9_4_1
DBF_q9_4_1_Total
DBF_q9_4_1_Kille
DBF_q9_4_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_4_1_Annat
DBF_q9_4_1_12 år
DBF_q9_4_1_14 år
DBF_q9_4_1_16 år
DBF_!q9_5_1
DBF_q9_5_1_Total
DBF_q9_5_1_Kille
DBF_q9_5_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_5_1_Annat
DBF_q9_5_1_12 år
DBF_q9_5_1_14 år
DBF_q9_5_1_16 år
DBF_!q9_6_1
DBF_q9_6_1_Total
DBF_q9_6_1_Kille
DBF_q9_6_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_6_1_Annat
DBF_q9_6_1_12 år
DBF_q9_6_1_14 år
DBF_q9_6_1_16 år
DBF_!q9_7_1
DBF_q9_7_1_Total
DBF_q9_7_1_Kille
DBF_q9_7_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_7_1_Annat
DBF_q9_7_1_12 år
DBF_q9_7_1_14 år
DBF_q9_7_1_16 år
DBF_!q9_8_1
DBF_q9_8_1_Total
DBF_q9_8_1_Kille
DBF_q9_8_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_8_1_Annat
DBF_q9_8_1_12 år
DBF_q9_8_1_14 år
DBF_q9_8_1_16 år
DBF_!q9_9_1
DBF_q9_9_1_Total
DBF_q9_9_1_Kille
DBF_q9_9_1_Tjej
DBF_q9_9_1_Annat
DBF_q9_9_1_12 år
DBF_q9_9_1_14 år
DBF_q9_9_1_16 år
DBF_q9_1_N_a1
DBF_q9_1_N_b1
DBF_q9_1_N_b2
DBF_q9_1_N_b3
DBF_q9_1_N_c1
DBF_q9_1_N_c2
DBF_q9_1_N_c3
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Do you think that children should be allowed to vote from the age of 16? (At present, you can vote for 
the politicians who make decisions in Sweden from the age of 18.)

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 25% 26% 24% 26% 28% 25% 22%

No 56% 58% 56% 48% 48% 57% 63%

Don’t know 19% 17% 21% 26% 24% 18% 14%

Number of responses 7878 3269 4048 151 2621 2642 2615

Do you get the help you need at school to manage your assignments?

Do you get the help you need with your homework?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 39% 44% 35% 26% 45% 33% 38%

Usually 52% 49% 55% 51% 48% 55% 53%

Seldom 8% 6% 9% 16% 6% 10% 8%

Never 1% 1% 1% 6% 1% 1% 1%

Number of responses 7591 3259 4032 152 2514 2524 2553

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 45% 50% 42% 26% 57% 42% 37%

Usually 35% 32% 38% 34% 31% 36% 39%

Seldom 6% 4% 7% 13% 3% 6% 9%

Never 1% 1% 1% 3% 1% 1% 2%

Don’t need any help 12% 13% 11% 25% 9% 15% 14%

Number of responses 7542 3252 3995 149 2490 2512 2540

DBF_!q10_1
DBF_q10_1_Total
DBF_q10_1_Kille
DBF_q10_1_Tjej
DBF_q10_1_Annat
DBF_q10_1_12 år
DBF_q10_1_14 år
DBF_q10_1_16 år
DBF_!q10_2
DBF_q10_2_Total
DBF_q10_2_Kille
DBF_q10_2_Tjej
DBF_q10_2_Annat
DBF_q10_2_12 år
DBF_q10_2_14 år
DBF_q10_2_16 år
DBF_!q10_99
DBF_q10_99_Total
DBF_q10_99_Kille
DBF_q10_99_Tjej
DBF_q10_99_Annat
DBF_q10_99_12 år
DBF_q10_99_14 år
DBF_q10_99_16 år
DBF_q10_N_a1
DBF_q10_N_b1
DBF_q10_N_b2
DBF_q10_N_b3
DBF_q10_N_c1
DBF_q10_N_c2
DBF_q10_N_c3
DBF_!q12_1
DBF_q12_1_Total
DBF_q12_1_Kille
DBF_q12_1_Tjej
DBF_q12_1_Annat
DBF_q12_1_12 år
DBF_q12_1_14 år
DBF_q12_1_16 år
DBF_!q12_2
DBF_q12_2_Total
DBF_q12_2_Kille
DBF_q12_2_Tjej
DBF_q12_2_Annat
DBF_q12_2_12 år
DBF_q12_2_14 år
DBF_q12_2_16 år
DBF_!q12_3
DBF_q12_3_Total
DBF_q12_3_Kille
DBF_q12_3_Tjej
DBF_q12_3_Annat
DBF_q12_3_12 år
DBF_q12_3_14 år
DBF_q12_3_16 år
DBF_!q12_4
DBF_q12_4_Total
DBF_q12_4_Kille
DBF_q12_4_Tjej
DBF_q12_4_Annat
DBF_q12_4_12 år
DBF_q12_4_14 år
DBF_q12_4_16 år
DBF_q12_N_a1
DBF_q12_N_b1
DBF_q12_N_b2
DBF_q12_N_b3
DBF_q12_N_c1
DBF_q12_N_c2
DBF_q12_N_c3
DBF_!q13_1
DBF_q13_1_Total
DBF_q13_1_Kille
DBF_q13_1_Tjej
DBF_q13_1_Annat
DBF_q13_1_12 år
DBF_q13_1_14 år
DBF_q13_1_16 år
DBF_!q13_2
DBF_q13_2_Total
DBF_q13_2_Kille
DBF_q13_2_Tjej
DBF_q13_2_Annat
DBF_q13_2_12 år
DBF_q13_2_14 år
DBF_q13_2_16 år
DBF_!q13_3
DBF_q13_3_Total
DBF_q13_3_Kille
DBF_q13_3_Tjej
DBF_q13_3_Annat
DBF_q13_3_12 år
DBF_q13_3_14 år
DBF_q13_3_16 år
DBF_!q13_4
DBF_q13_4_Total
DBF_q13_4_Kille
DBF_q13_4_Tjej
DBF_q13_4_Annat
DBF_q13_4_12 år
DBF_q13_4_14 år
DBF_q13_4_16 år
DBF_!q13_5
DBF_q13_5_Total
DBF_q13_5_Kille
DBF_q13_5_Tjej
DBF_q13_5_Annat
DBF_q13_5_12 år
DBF_q13_5_14 år
DBF_q13_5_16 år
DBF_q13_N_a1
DBF_q13_N_b1
DBF_q13_N_b2
DBF_q13_N_b3
DBF_q13_N_c1
DBF_q13_N_c2
DBF_q13_N_c3
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Where do you usually get help with your homework?

Do you have a quiet and private place at home to do your homework?

Have you been called names or teased at school?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

At school 24% 23% 25% 23% 14% 23% 36%

At home 70% 71% 69% 61% 83% 71% 53%

Somewhere else 3% 2% 3% 6% 1% 3% 6%

Don’t get any help 3% 3% 3% 10% 2% 4% 5%

Number of responses 6286 2704 3351 113 2019 2052 2215

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 60% 64% 58% 40% 60% 62% 59%

Usually 32% 29% 34% 36% 32% 31% 32%

Seldom 6% 5% 7% 15% 6% 6% 7%

Never 2% 2% 2% 9% 2% 2% 2%

Number of responses 7555 3245 4016 152 2493 2521 2541

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Repeatedly 20% 17% 21% 38% 21% 21% 18%

A few times 43% 43% 43% 37% 45% 42% 42%

Never 37% 39% 36% 26% 34% 37% 41%

Number of responses 7570 3248 4023 152 2504 2520 2546

DBF_!q13b_1
DBF_q13b_1_Total
DBF_q13b_1_Kille
DBF_q13b_1_Tjej
DBF_q13b_1_Annat
DBF_q13b_1_12 år
DBF_q13b_1_14 år
DBF_q13b_1_16 år
DBF_!q13b_2
DBF_q13b_2_Total
DBF_q13b_2_Kille
DBF_q13b_2_Tjej
DBF_q13b_2_Annat
DBF_q13b_2_12 år
DBF_q13b_2_14 år
DBF_q13b_2_16 år
DBF_!q13b_3
DBF_q13b_3_Total
DBF_q13b_3_Kille
DBF_q13b_3_Tjej
DBF_q13b_3_Annat
DBF_q13b_3_12 år
DBF_q13b_3_14 år
DBF_q13b_3_16 år
DBF_!q13b_4
DBF_q13b_4_Total
DBF_q13b_4_Kille
DBF_q13b_4_Tjej
DBF_q13b_4_Annat
DBF_q13b_4_12 år
DBF_q13b_4_14 år
DBF_q13b_4_16 år
DBF_q13b_N_a1
DBF_q13b_N_b1
DBF_q13b_N_b2
DBF_q13b_N_b3
DBF_q13b_N_c1
DBF_q13b_N_c2
DBF_q13b_N_c3
DBF_!q14_1
DBF_q14_1_Total
DBF_q14_1_Kille
DBF_q14_1_Tjej
DBF_q14_1_Annat
DBF_q14_1_12 år
DBF_q14_1_14 år
DBF_q14_1_16 år
DBF_!q14_2
DBF_q14_2_Total
DBF_q14_2_Kille
DBF_q14_2_Tjej
DBF_q14_2_Annat
DBF_q14_2_12 år
DBF_q14_2_14 år
DBF_q14_2_16 år
DBF_!q14_3
DBF_q14_3_Total
DBF_q14_3_Kille
DBF_q14_3_Tjej
DBF_q14_3_Annat
DBF_q14_3_12 år
DBF_q14_3_14 år
DBF_q14_3_16 år
DBF_!q14_4
DBF_q14_4_Total
DBF_q14_4_Kille
DBF_q14_4_Tjej
DBF_q14_4_Annat
DBF_q14_4_12 år
DBF_q14_4_14 år
DBF_q14_4_16 år
DBF_q14_N_a1
DBF_q14_N_b1
DBF_q14_N_b2
DBF_q14_N_b3
DBF_q14_N_c1
DBF_q14_N_c2
DBF_q14_N_c3
DBF_!q15_1_1
DBF_q15_1_1_Total
DBF_q15_1_1_Kille
DBF_q15_1_1_Tjej
DBF_q15_1_1_Annat
DBF_q15_1_1_12 år
DBF_q15_1_1_14 år
DBF_q15_1_1_16 år
DBF_!q15_1_2
DBF_q15_1_2_Total
DBF_q15_1_2_Kille
DBF_q15_1_2_Tjej
DBF_q15_1_2_Annat
DBF_q15_1_2_12 år
DBF_q15_1_2_14 år
DBF_q15_1_2_16 år
DBF_!q15_1_3
DBF_q15_1_3_Total
DBF_q15_1_3_Kille
DBF_q15_1_3_Tjej
DBF_q15_1_3_Annat
DBF_q15_1_3_12 år
DBF_q15_1_3_14 år
DBF_q15_1_3_16 år
DBF_q15_1_N_a1
DBF_q15_1_N_b1
DBF_q15_1_N_b2
DBF_q15_1_N_b3
DBF_q15_1_N_c1
DBF_q15_1_N_c2
DBF_q15_1_N_c3
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Have you been left out, excluded or ignored at school?

Have people lied, spread false rumours or encouraged others to dislike you at school?

Have you been subjected to sexual jokes/harassment at school?

Have you been hit, kicked, shoved or locked in at school?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Repeatedly 16% 9% 22% 35% 15% 16% 19%

A few times 37% 33% 41% 34% 39% 35% 37%

Never 46% 58% 37% 31% 46% 49% 44%

Number of responses 7561 3246 4020 150 2501 2515 2545

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Repeatedly 14% 8% 18% 26% 11% 14% 16%

A few times 29% 25% 32% 30% 29% 27% 31%

Never 57% 67% 50% 44% 60% 59% 53%

Number of responses 7548 3232 4020 150 2496 2510 2542

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Repeatedly 6% 3% 7% 17% 3% 6% 9%

A few times 16% 10% 20% 25% 12% 16% 21%

Never 78% 86% 73% 57% 86% 79% 71%

Number of responses 7549 3238 4014 150 2495 2511 2543

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Repeatedly 6% 7% 5% 13% 9% 6% 4%

A few times 23% 27% 20% 28% 30% 22% 17%

Never 71% 65% 75% 59% 61% 72% 78%

Number of responses 7563 3250 4017 151 2503 2516 2544

DBF_!q15_2_1
DBF_q15_2_1_Total
DBF_q15_2_1_Kille
DBF_q15_2_1_Tjej
DBF_q15_2_1_Annat
DBF_q15_2_1_12 år
DBF_q15_2_1_14 år
DBF_q15_2_1_16 år
DBF_!q15_2_2
DBF_q15_2_2_Total
DBF_q15_2_2_Kille
DBF_q15_2_2_Tjej
DBF_q15_2_2_Annat
DBF_q15_2_2_12 år
DBF_q15_2_2_14 år
DBF_q15_2_2_16 år
DBF_!q15_2_3
DBF_q15_2_3_Total
DBF_q15_2_3_Kille
DBF_q15_2_3_Tjej
DBF_q15_2_3_Annat
DBF_q15_2_3_12 år
DBF_q15_2_3_14 år
DBF_q15_2_3_16 år
DBF_q15_2_N_a1
DBF_q15_2_N_b1
DBF_q15_2_N_b2
DBF_q15_2_N_b3
DBF_q15_2_N_c1
DBF_q15_2_N_c2
DBF_q15_2_N_c3
DBF_!q15_3_1
DBF_q15_3_1_Total
DBF_q15_3_1_Kille
DBF_q15_3_1_Tjej
DBF_q15_3_1_Annat
DBF_q15_3_1_12 år
DBF_q15_3_1_14 år
DBF_q15_3_1_16 år
DBF_!q15_3_2
DBF_q15_3_2_Total
DBF_q15_3_2_Kille
DBF_q15_3_2_Tjej
DBF_q15_3_2_Annat
DBF_q15_3_2_12 år
DBF_q15_3_2_14 år
DBF_q15_3_2_16 år
DBF_!q15_3_3
DBF_q15_3_3_Total
DBF_q15_3_3_Kille
DBF_q15_3_3_Tjej
DBF_q15_3_3_Annat
DBF_q15_3_3_12 år
DBF_q15_3_3_14 år
DBF_q15_3_3_16 år
DBF_q15_3_N_a1
DBF_q15_3_N_b1
DBF_q15_3_N_b2
DBF_q15_3_N_b3
DBF_q15_3_N_c1
DBF_q15_3_N_c2
DBF_q15_3_N_c3
DBF_!q15_4_1
DBF_q15_4_1_Total
DBF_q15_4_1_Kille
DBF_q15_4_1_Tjej
DBF_q15_4_1_Annat
DBF_q15_4_1_12 år
DBF_q15_4_1_14 år
DBF_q15_4_1_16 år
DBF_!q15_4_2
DBF_q15_4_2_Total
DBF_q15_4_2_Kille
DBF_q15_4_2_Tjej
DBF_q15_4_2_Annat
DBF_q15_4_2_12 år
DBF_q15_4_2_14 år
DBF_q15_4_2_16 år
DBF_!q15_4_3
DBF_q15_4_3_Total
DBF_q15_4_3_Kille
DBF_q15_4_3_Tjej
DBF_q15_4_3_Annat
DBF_q15_4_3_12 år
DBF_q15_4_3_14 år
DBF_q15_4_3_16 år
DBF_q15_4_N_a1
DBF_q15_4_N_b1
DBF_q15_4_N_b2
DBF_q15_4_N_b3
DBF_q15_4_N_c1
DBF_q15_4_N_c2
DBF_q15_4_N_c3
DBF_!q15_5_1
DBF_q15_5_1_Total
DBF_q15_5_1_Kille
DBF_q15_5_1_Tjej
DBF_q15_5_1_Annat
DBF_q15_5_1_12 år
DBF_q15_5_1_14 år
DBF_q15_5_1_16 år
DBF_!q15_5_2
DBF_q15_5_2_Total
DBF_q15_5_2_Kille
DBF_q15_5_2_Tjej
DBF_q15_5_2_Annat
DBF_q15_5_2_12 år
DBF_q15_5_2_14 år
DBF_q15_5_2_16 år
DBF_!q15_5_3
DBF_q15_5_3_Total
DBF_q15_5_3_Kille
DBF_q15_5_3_Tjej
DBF_q15_5_3_Annat
DBF_q15_5_3_12 år
DBF_q15_5_3_14 år
DBF_q15_5_3_16 år
DBF_q15_5_N_a1
DBF_q15_5_N_b1
DBF_q15_5_N_b2
DBF_q15_5_N_b3
DBF_q15_5_N_c1
DBF_q15_5_N_c2
DBF_q15_5_N_c3
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This year have you experienced anyone at school saying unpleasant things or mocking, teasing or mistreating you on account of...

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Your skin colour, culture or where you 
or your family come from

7% 6% 7% 11% 6% 7% 7%

Your religion 3% 3% 4% 2% 3% 3% 4%

Your age 7% 5% 8% 7% 9% 5% 6%

Your disability, difficulty or long-term 
illness

4% 4% 4% 9% 4% 4% 4%

You being homosexual or bisexual 5% 3% 4% 38% 4% 6% 4%

You being a transperson or queer 2% 1% 1% 27% 1% 2% 2%

You being a girl 12% 1% 21% 15% 9% 12% 16%

You being a boy 1% 3% 0% 6% 1% 1% 2%

Your family not having much money 2% 2% 2% 7% 2% 3% 3%

Other 15% 12% 17% 24% 17% 16% 12%

None of these have happened 68% 76% 62% 43% 67% 67% 68%

Number of responses 7446 3183 3974 150 2450 2480 2516

DBF_!q16_1_1
DBF_!q16_1_1
DBF_q16_1_1_Total
DBF_q16_1_1_Kille
DBF_q16_1_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_1_1_Annat
DBF_q16_1_1_12 år
DBF_q16_1_1_14 år
DBF_q16_1_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_2_1
DBF_q16_2_1_Total
DBF_q16_2_1_Kille
DBF_q16_2_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_2_1_Annat
DBF_q16_2_1_12 år
DBF_q16_2_1_14 år
DBF_q16_2_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_3_1
DBF_q16_3_1_Total
DBF_q16_3_1_Kille
DBF_q16_3_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_3_1_Annat
DBF_q16_3_1_12 år
DBF_q16_3_1_14 år
DBF_q16_3_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_4_1
DBF_!q16_4_1
DBF_q16_4_1_Total
DBF_q16_4_1_Kille
DBF_q16_4_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_4_1_Annat
DBF_q16_4_1_12 år
DBF_q16_4_1_14 år
DBF_q16_4_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_5_1
DBF_q16_5_1_Total
DBF_q16_5_1_Kille
DBF_q16_5_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_5_1_Annat
DBF_q16_5_1_12 år
DBF_q16_5_1_14 år
DBF_q16_5_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_6_1
DBF_q16_6_1_Total
DBF_q16_6_1_Kille
DBF_q16_6_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_6_1_Annat
DBF_q16_6_1_12 år
DBF_q16_6_1_14 år
DBF_q16_6_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_7_1
DBF_q16_7_1_Total
DBF_q16_7_1_Kille
DBF_q16_7_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_7_1_Annat
DBF_q16_7_1_12 år
DBF_q16_7_1_14 år
DBF_q16_7_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_8_1
DBF_q16_8_1_Total
DBF_q16_8_1_Kille
DBF_q16_8_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_8_1_Annat
DBF_q16_8_1_12 år
DBF_q16_8_1_14 år
DBF_q16_8_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_9_1
DBF_q16_9_1_Total
DBF_q16_9_1_Kille
DBF_q16_9_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_9_1_Annat
DBF_q16_9_1_12 år
DBF_q16_9_1_14 år
DBF_q16_9_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_10_1
DBF_q16_10_1_Total
DBF_q16_10_1_Kille
DBF_q16_10_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_10_1_Annat
DBF_q16_10_1_12 år
DBF_q16_10_1_14 år
DBF_q16_10_1_16 år
DBF_!q16_11_1
DBF_q16_11_1_Total
DBF_q16_11_1_Kille
DBF_q16_11_1_Tjej
DBF_q16_11_1_Annat
DBF_q16_11_1_12 år
DBF_q16_11_1_14 år
DBF_q16_11_1_16 år
DBF_q16_1_N_a1
DBF_q16_1_N_b1
DBF_q16_1_N_b2
DBF_q16_1_N_b3
DBF_q16_1_N_c1
DBF_q16_1_N_c2
DBF_q16_1_N_c3
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This year have you experienced anyone in your leisure time saying unpleasant things or mocking, teasing or mistreating 
you on account of...

Have you received abusive/offensive messages or images on social media from other children and young people this year?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Your skin colour, culture or where you 
or your family come from

4% 3% 4% 6% 3% 3% 5%

Your religion 2% 1% 2% 4% 1% 1% 3%

Your age 6% 4% 8% 7% 7% 5% 7%

Your disability, difficulty or long-term 
illness

3% 2% 3% 10% 2% 2% 3%

You being homosexual or bisexual 3% 2% 3% 27% 2% 3% 4%

You being a transperson or queer 1% 1% 1% 24% 1% 1% 1%

You being a girl 8% 1% 13% 12% 4% 6% 13%

You being a boy 1% 1% 0% 3% 1% 1% 1%

Your family not having much money 1% 1% 1% 5% 1% 1% 2%

Other 10% 7% 12% 18% 10% 9% 10%

None of these have happened 78% 86% 74% 54% 80% 81% 73%

Number of responses 7318 3140 3896 147 2424 2425 2469

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 15% 8% 20% 23% 12% 15% 17%

No 77% 85% 71% 61% 81% 76% 73%

Don’t know 9% 8% 9% 16% 7% 9% 10%

Number of responses 7541 3241 4008 149 2489 2514 2538

DBF_!q17_1_1
DBF_!q17_1_1
DBF_q17_1_1_Total
DBF_q17_1_1_Kille
DBF_q17_1_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_1_1_Annat
DBF_q17_1_1_12 år
DBF_q17_1_1_14 år
DBF_q17_1_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_2_1
DBF_q17_2_1_Total
DBF_q17_2_1_Kille
DBF_q17_2_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_2_1_Annat
DBF_q17_2_1_12 år
DBF_q17_2_1_14 år
DBF_q17_2_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_3_1
DBF_q17_3_1_Total
DBF_q17_3_1_Kille
DBF_q17_3_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_3_1_Annat
DBF_q17_3_1_12 år
DBF_q17_3_1_14 år
DBF_q17_3_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_4_1
DBF_!q17_4_1
DBF_q17_4_1_Total
DBF_q17_4_1_Kille
DBF_q17_4_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_4_1_Annat
DBF_q17_4_1_12 år
DBF_q17_4_1_14 år
DBF_q17_4_1_16 år
DBF_q17_5_1_Total
DBF_q17_5_1_Kille
DBF_q17_5_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_5_1_Annat
DBF_q17_5_1_12 år
DBF_q17_5_1_14 år
DBF_q17_5_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_6_1
DBF_q17_6_1_Total
DBF_q17_6_1_Kille
DBF_q17_6_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_6_1_Annat
DBF_q17_6_1_12 år
DBF_q17_6_1_14 år
DBF_q17_6_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_7_1
DBF_q17_7_1_Total
DBF_q17_7_1_Kille
DBF_q17_7_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_7_1_Annat
DBF_q17_7_1_12 år
DBF_q17_7_1_14 år
DBF_q17_7_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_8_1
DBF_q17_8_1_Total
DBF_q17_8_1_Kille
DBF_q17_8_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_8_1_Annat
DBF_q17_8_1_12 år
DBF_q17_8_1_14 år
DBF_q17_8_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_9_1
DBF_q17_9_1_Total
DBF_q17_9_1_Kille
DBF_q17_9_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_9_1_Annat
DBF_q17_9_1_12 år
DBF_q17_9_1_14 år
DBF_q17_9_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_10_1
DBF_q17_10_1_Total
DBF_q17_10_1_Kille
DBF_q17_10_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_10_1_Annat
DBF_q17_10_1_12 år
DBF_q17_10_1_14 år
DBF_q17_10_1_16 år
DBF_!q17_11_1
DBF_q17_11_1_Total
DBF_q17_11_1_Kille
DBF_q17_11_1_Tjej
DBF_q17_11_1_Annat
DBF_q17_11_1_12 år
DBF_q17_11_1_14 år
DBF_q17_11_1_16 år
DBF_q17_1_N_a1
DBF_q17_1_N_b1
DBF_q17_1_N_b2
DBF_q17_1_N_b3
DBF_q17_1_N_c1
DBF_q17_1_N_c2
DBF_q17_1_N_c3
DBF_!q18_1_1
DBF_q18_1_1_Total
DBF_q18_1_1_Kille
DBF_q18_1_1_Tjej
DBF_q18_1_1_Annat
DBF_q18_1_1_12 år
DBF_q18_1_1_14 år
DBF_q18_1_1_16 år
DBF_!q18_1_2
DBF_q18_1_2_Total
DBF_q18_1_2_Kille
DBF_q18_1_2_Tjej
DBF_q18_1_2_Annat
DBF_q18_1_2_12 år
DBF_q18_1_2_14 år
DBF_q18_1_2_16 år
DBF_!q18_1_99
DBF_q18_1_99_Total
DBF_q18_1_99_Kille
DBF_q18_1_99_Tjej
DBF_q18_1_99_Annat
DBF_q18_1_99_12 år
DBF_q18_1_99_14 år
DBF_q18_1_99_16 år
DBF_q18_1_N_a1
DBF_q18_1_N_b1
DBF_q18_1_N_b2
DBF_q18_1_N_b3
DBF_q18_1_N_c1
DBF_q18_1_N_c2
DBF_q18_1_N_c3
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Have you received abusive/offensive messages or images on social media from adults this year?

Has an adult contacted you on social media who wanted to talk to you about sex this year?

This year have you been unable to participate in a leisure activity because your family could not afford the training kit, 
membership fees, equipment, etc. that you would need?

This year have you been unable to participate in an activity in your leisure time because you were unable to get to the activity?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 5% 3% 7% 11% 3% 5% 8%

No 89% 93% 87% 77% 93% 89% 84%

Don’t know 6% 4% 7% 12% 3% 6% 8%

Number of responses 7520 3233 3994 151 2485 2510 2525

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 11% 6% 15% 21% 5% 11% 17%

No 85% 92% 81% 70% 93% 85% 78%

Don’t know 4% 3% 4% 9% 2% 4% 5%

Number of responses 7522 3236 3994 150 2487 2501 2534

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 4% 3% 5% 9% 3% 4% 7%

No 91% 93% 91% 78% 93% 93% 88%

Don’t know 4% 4% 4% 13% 4% 4% 5%

Number of responses 7556 3244 4026 149 2498 2520 2538

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 12% 10% 13% 16% 8% 10% 17%

No 83% 85% 81% 72% 88% 84% 76%

Don’t know 6% 5% 6% 13% 4% 6% 7%

Number of responses 7576 3260 4025 151 2505 2527 2544

DBF_!q18_2_1
DBF_q18_2_1_Total
DBF_q18_2_1_Kille
DBF_q18_2_1_Tjej
DBF_q18_2_1_Annat
DBF_q18_2_1_12 år
DBF_q18_2_1_14 år
DBF_q18_2_1_16 år
DBF_!q18_2_2
DBF_q18_2_2_Total
DBF_q18_2_2_Kille
DBF_q18_2_2_Tjej
DBF_q18_2_2_Annat
DBF_q18_2_2_12 år
DBF_q18_2_2_14 år
DBF_q18_2_2_16 år
DBF_!q18_2_99
DBF_q18_2_99_Total
DBF_q18_2_99_Kille
DBF_q18_2_99_Tjej
DBF_q18_2_99_Annat
DBF_q18_2_99_12 år
DBF_q18_2_99_14 år
DBF_q18_2_99_16 år
DBF_q18_2_N_a1
DBF_q18_2_N_b1
DBF_q18_2_N_b2
DBF_q18_2_N_b3
DBF_q18_2_N_c1
DBF_q18_2_N_c2
DBF_q18_2_N_c3
DBF_!q18_3_1
DBF_q18_3_1_Total
DBF_q18_3_1_Kille
DBF_q18_3_1_Tjej
DBF_q18_3_1_Annat
DBF_q18_3_1_12 år
DBF_q18_3_1_14 år
DBF_q18_3_1_16 år
DBF_!q18_3_2
DBF_q18_3_2_Total
DBF_q18_3_2_Kille
DBF_q18_3_2_Tjej
DBF_q18_3_2_Annat
DBF_q18_3_2_12 år
DBF_q18_3_2_14 år
DBF_q18_3_2_16 år
DBF_!q18_3_99
DBF_q18_3_99_Total
DBF_q18_3_99_Kille
DBF_q18_3_99_Tjej
DBF_q18_3_99_Annat
DBF_q18_3_99_12 år
DBF_q18_3_99_14 år
DBF_q18_3_99_16 år
DBF_q18_3_N_a1
DBF_q18_3_N_b1
DBF_q18_3_N_b2
DBF_q18_3_N_b3
DBF_q18_3_N_c1
DBF_q18_3_N_c2
DBF_q18_3_N_c3
DBF_!q19_1
DBF_q19_1_Total
DBF_q19_1_Kille
DBF_q19_1_Tjej
DBF_q19_1_Annat
DBF_q19_1_12 år
DBF_q19_1_14 år
DBF_q19_1_16 år
DBF_!q19_2
DBF_q19_2_Total
DBF_q19_2_Kille
DBF_q19_2_Tjej
DBF_q19_2_Annat
DBF_q19_2_12 år
DBF_q19_2_14 år
DBF_q19_2_16 år
DBF_!q19_99
DBF_q19_99_Total
DBF_q19_99_Kille
DBF_q19_99_Tjej
DBF_q19_99_Annat
DBF_q19_99_12 år
DBF_q19_99_14 år
DBF_q19_99_16 år
DBF_q19_N_a1
DBF_q19_N_b1
DBF_q19_N_b2
DBF_q19_N_b3
DBF_q19_N_c1
DBF_q19_N_c2
DBF_q19_N_c3
DBF_!q20_1
DBF_q20_1_Total
DBF_q20_1_Kille
DBF_q20_1_Tjej
DBF_q20_1_Annat
DBF_q20_1_12 år
DBF_q20_1_14 år
DBF_q20_1_16 år
DBF_!q20_2
DBF_q20_2_Total
DBF_q20_2_Kille
DBF_q20_2_Tjej
DBF_q20_2_Annat
DBF_q20_2_12 år
DBF_q20_2_14 år
DBF_q20_2_16 år
DBF_!q20_99
DBF_q20_99_Total
DBF_q20_99_Kille
DBF_q20_99_Tjej
DBF_q20_99_Annat
DBF_q20_99_12 år
DBF_q20_99_14 år
DBF_q20_99_16 år
DBF_q20_N_a1
DBF_q20_N_b1
DBF_q20_N_b2
DBF_q20_N_b3
DBF_q20_N_c1
DBF_q20_N_c2
DBF_q20_N_c3
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Do you feel safe in the area where you live during the daytime?

Do you feel safe in the area where you live in the evenings?

This year have you been worried about being subjected to violence in the area where you live, or this happening to a 
family member or someone you know?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 71% 80% 65% 51% 74% 72% 68%

Often 25% 18% 31% 36% 23% 25% 28%

Seldom 2% 1% 3% 5% 2% 2% 2%

Never 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Don’t know 1% 1% 1% 7% 1% 1% 1%

Number of responses 7468 3253 4015 151 2451 2491 2526

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Always 44% 58% 33% 28% 47% 47% 38%

Often 40% 33% 46% 42% 39% 39% 42%

Seldom 11% 6% 15% 15% 9% 10% 14%

Never 3% 2% 4% 7% 2% 3% 4%

Don’t know 2% 2% 2% 8% 2% 2% 2%

Number of responses 7475 3264 4012 149 2450 2488 2537

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 11% 8% 13% 18% 9% 9% 15%

No 80% 86% 76% 66% 83% 82% 75%

Don’t know 9% 6% 11% 16% 8% 9% 10%

Number of responses 7480 3257 4026 151 2455 2496 2529

DBF_!q21_1
DBF_q21_1_Total
DBF_q21_1_Kille
DBF_q21_1_Tjej
DBF_q21_1_Annat
DBF_q21_1_12 år
DBF_q21_1_14 år
DBF_q21_1_16 år
DBF_!q21_2
DBF_q21_2_Total
DBF_q21_2_Kille
DBF_q21_2_Tjej
DBF_q21_2_Annat
DBF_q21_2_12 år
DBF_q21_2_14 år
DBF_q21_2_16 år
DBF_!q21_3
DBF_q21_3_Total
DBF_q21_3_Kille
DBF_q21_3_Tjej
DBF_q21_3_Annat
DBF_q21_3_12 år
DBF_q21_3_14 år
DBF_q21_3_16 år
DBF_!q21_4
DBF_q21_4_Total
DBF_q21_4_Kille
DBF_q21_4_Tjej
DBF_q21_4_Annat
DBF_q21_4_12 år
DBF_q21_4_14 år
DBF_q21_4_16 år
DBF_!q21_99
DBF_q21_99_Total
DBF_q21_99_Kille
DBF_q21_99_Tjej
DBF_q21_99_Annat
DBF_q21_99_12 år
DBF_q21_99_14 år
DBF_q21_99_16 år
DBF_q21_N_a1
DBF_q21_N_b1
DBF_q21_N_b2
DBF_q21_N_b3
DBF_q21_N_c1
DBF_q21_N_c2
DBF_q21_N_c3
DBF_!q22_1
DBF_q22_1_Total
DBF_q22_1_Kille
DBF_q22_1_Tjej
DBF_q22_1_Annat
DBF_q22_1_12 år
DBF_q22_1_14 år
DBF_q22_1_16 år
DBF_!q22_2
DBF_q22_2_Total
DBF_q22_2_Kille
DBF_q22_2_Tjej
DBF_q22_2_Annat
DBF_q22_2_12 år
DBF_q22_2_14 år
DBF_q22_2_16 år
DBF_!q22_3
DBF_q22_3_Total
DBF_q22_3_Kille
DBF_q22_3_Tjej
DBF_q22_3_Annat
DBF_q22_3_12 år
DBF_q22_3_14 år
DBF_q22_3_16 år
DBF_!q22_4
DBF_q22_4_Total
DBF_q22_4_Kille
DBF_q22_4_Tjej
DBF_q22_4_Annat
DBF_q22_4_12 år
DBF_q22_4_14 år
DBF_q22_4_16 år
DBF_!q22_99
DBF_q22_99_Total
DBF_q22_99_Kille
DBF_q22_99_Tjej
DBF_q22_99_Annat
DBF_q22_99_12 år
DBF_q22_99_14 år
DBF_q22_99_16 år
DBF_q22_N_a1
DBF_q22_N_b1
DBF_q22_N_b2
DBF_q22_N_b3
DBF_q22_N_c1
DBF_q22_N_c2
DBF_q22_N_c3
DBF_!q23_1
DBF_q23_1_Total
DBF_q23_1_Kille
DBF_q23_1_Tjej
DBF_q23_1_Annat
DBF_q23_1_12 år
DBF_q23_1_14 år
DBF_q23_1_16 år
DBF_!q23_2
DBF_q23_2_Total
DBF_q23_2_Kille
DBF_q23_2_Tjej
DBF_q23_2_Annat
DBF_q23_2_12 år
DBF_q23_2_14 år
DBF_q23_2_16 år
DBF_!q23_99
DBF_q23_99_Total
DBF_q23_99_Kille
DBF_q23_99_Tjej
DBF_q23_99_Annat
DBF_q23_99_12 år
DBF_q23_99_14 år
DBF_q23_99_16 år
DBF_q23_N_a1
DBF_q23_N_b1
DBF_q23_N_b2
DBF_q23_N_b3
DBF_q23_N_c1
DBF_q23_N_c2
DBF_q23_N_c3
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This year have you been worried about you or your family not having somewhere to live or being forced to move?

This year have you been worried about your family not having enough money to get by?

This year have you been worried about you, your family or someone you know being deported (not being able to stay in Sweden)?

This year have you been worried about not being able to decide who you will be together with or marry in the future?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 3% 3% 4% 9% 3% 3% 5%

No 94% 95% 94% 83% 95% 95% 92%

Don’t know 3% 2% 2% 8% 2% 2% 4%

Number of responses 7494 3262 4032 150 2460 2494 2540

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 12% 8% 14% 27% 8% 11% 17%

No 81% 87% 77% 60% 85% 82% 77%

Don’t know 7% 5% 8% 13% 7% 7% 7%

Number of responses 7473 3257 4019 152 2445 2497 2531

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 4% 3% 4% 5% 3% 3% 5%

No 94% 95% 93% 87% 95% 95% 92%

Don’t know 2% 2% 2% 9% 2% 2% 3%

Number of responses 7492 3262 4035 150 2463 2497 2532

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 2% 1% 3% 9% 1% 2% 3%

No 95% 97% 95% 77% 97% 95% 95%

Don’t know 2% 2% 2% 13% 2% 2% 3%

Number of responses 7505 3265 4041 151 2458 2506 2541

DBF_!q24_1
DBF_q24_1_Total
DBF_q24_1_Kille
DBF_q24_1_Tjej
DBF_q24_1_Annat
DBF_q24_1_12 år
DBF_q24_1_14 år
DBF_q24_1_16 år
DBF_!q24_2
DBF_q24_2_Total
DBF_q24_2_Kille
DBF_q24_2_Tjej
DBF_q24_2_Annat
DBF_q24_2_12 år
DBF_q24_2_14 år
DBF_q24_2_16 år
DBF_!q24_99
DBF_q24_99_Total
DBF_q24_99_Kille
DBF_q24_99_Tjej
DBF_q24_99_Annat
DBF_q24_99_12 år
DBF_q24_99_14 år
DBF_q24_99_16 år
DBF_q24_N_a1
DBF_q24_N_b1
DBF_q24_N_b2
DBF_q24_N_b3
DBF_q24_N_c1
DBF_q24_N_c2
DBF_q24_N_c3
DBF_!q25_1
DBF_q25_1_Total
DBF_q25_1_Kille
DBF_q25_1_Tjej
DBF_q25_1_Annat
DBF_q25_1_12 år
DBF_q25_1_14 år
DBF_q25_1_16 år
DBF_!q25_2
DBF_q25_2_Total
DBF_q25_2_Kille
DBF_q25_2_Tjej
DBF_q25_2_Annat
DBF_q25_2_12 år
DBF_q25_2_14 år
DBF_q25_2_16 år
DBF_!q25_99
DBF_q25_99_Total
DBF_q25_99_Kille
DBF_q25_99_Tjej
DBF_q25_99_Annat
DBF_q25_99_12 år
DBF_q25_99_14 år
DBF_q25_99_16 år
DBF_q25_N_a1
DBF_q25_N_b1
DBF_q25_N_b2
DBF_q25_N_b3
DBF_q25_N_c1
DBF_q25_N_c2
DBF_q25_N_c3
DBF_!q26_1
DBF_q26_1_Total
DBF_q26_1_Kille
DBF_q26_1_Tjej
DBF_q26_1_Annat
DBF_q26_1_12 år
DBF_q26_1_14 år
DBF_q26_1_16 år
DBF_!q26_2
DBF_q26_2_Total
DBF_q26_2_Kille
DBF_q26_2_Tjej
DBF_q26_2_Annat
DBF_q26_2_12 år
DBF_q26_2_14 år
DBF_q26_2_16 år
DBF_!q26_99
DBF_q26_99_Total
DBF_q26_99_Kille
DBF_q26_99_Tjej
DBF_q26_99_Annat
DBF_q26_99_12 år
DBF_q26_99_14 år
DBF_q26_99_16 år
DBF_q26_N_a1
DBF_q26_N_b1
DBF_q26_N_b2
DBF_q26_N_b3
DBF_q26_N_c1
DBF_q26_N_c2
DBF_q26_N_c3
DBF_!q27_1
DBF_q27_1_Total
DBF_q27_1_Kille
DBF_q27_1_Tjej
DBF_q27_1_Annat
DBF_q27_1_12 år
DBF_q27_1_14 år
DBF_q27_1_16 år
DBF_!q27_2
DBF_q27_2_Total
DBF_q27_2_Kille
DBF_q27_2_Tjej
DBF_q27_2_Annat
DBF_q27_2_12 år
DBF_q27_2_14 år
DBF_q27_2_16 år
DBF_!q27_99
DBF_q27_99_Total
DBF_q27_99_Kille
DBF_q27_99_Tjej
DBF_q27_99_Annat
DBF_q27_99_12 år
DBF_q27_99_14 år
DBF_q27_99_16 år
DBF_q27_N_a1
DBF_q27_N_b1
DBF_q27_N_b2
DBF_q27_N_b3
DBF_q27_N_c1
DBF_q27_N_c2
DBF_q27_N_c3
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This year have you been sad or low for at least two weeks or more?

Do you know where you can turn to get support if you not feeling well, are mistreated or need an adult to talk to?

Where do you turn if you not feeling well or need to talk to someone?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 33% 19% 43% 67% 20% 33% 46%

No 57% 73% 45% 18% 70% 57% 43%

Don’t know 10% 8% 12% 15% 10% 10% 11%

Number of responses 7468 3253 4017 151 2455 2489 2524

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 87% 88% 87% 72% 90% 86% 84%

No 7% 7% 6% 13% 5% 7% 9%

Don’t know 6% 5% 7% 15% 5% 7% 7%

Number of responses 7480 3256 4036 149 2458 2493 2529

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Teacher 26% 29% 24% 23% 37% 23% 19%

Pupil health service (school nurse, 
counsellor)

26% 23% 29% 29% 27% 25% 27%

Youth guidance centre 11% 9% 13% 18% 6% 11% 16%

Parent 77% 82% 74% 45% 88% 75% 66%

Relative, leader of leisure activities or 
other adult

22% 23% 21% 17% 27% 20% 19%

Friend 62% 53% 70% 65% 59% 63% 65%

Someone else 11% 9% 13% 22% 9% 11% 14%

Don’t turn to anyone 9% 9% 9% 15% 5% 9% 13%

Number of responses 7515 3269 4052 150 2471 2499 2545

DBF_!q28_1
DBF_q28_1_Total
DBF_q28_1_Kille
DBF_q28_1_Tjej
DBF_q28_1_Annat
DBF_q28_1_12 år
DBF_q28_1_14 år
DBF_q28_1_16 år
DBF_!q28_2
DBF_q28_2_Total
DBF_q28_2_Kille
DBF_q28_2_Tjej
DBF_q28_2_Annat
DBF_q28_2_12 år
DBF_q28_2_14 år
DBF_q28_2_16 år
DBF_!q28_99
DBF_q28_99_Total
DBF_q28_99_Kille
DBF_q28_99_Tjej
DBF_q28_99_Annat
DBF_q28_99_12 år
DBF_q28_99_14 år
DBF_q28_99_16 år
DBF_q28_N_a1
DBF_q28_N_b1
DBF_q28_N_b2
DBF_q28_N_b3
DBF_q28_N_c1
DBF_q28_N_c2
DBF_q28_N_c3
DBF_!q29_1
DBF_q29_1_Total
DBF_q29_1_Kille
DBF_q29_1_Tjej
DBF_q29_1_Annat
DBF_q29_1_12 år
DBF_q29_1_14 år
DBF_q29_1_16 år
DBF_!q29_2
DBF_q29_2_Total
DBF_q29_2_Kille
DBF_q29_2_Tjej
DBF_q29_2_Annat
DBF_q29_2_12 år
DBF_q29_2_14 år
DBF_q29_2_16 år
DBF_!q29_99
DBF_q29_99_Total
DBF_q29_99_Kille
DBF_q29_99_Tjej
DBF_q29_99_Annat
DBF_q29_99_12 år
DBF_q29_99_14 år
DBF_q29_99_16 år
DBF_q29_N_a1
DBF_q29_N_b1
DBF_q29_N_b2
DBF_q29_N_b3
DBF_q29_N_c1
DBF_q29_N_c2
DBF_q29_N_c3
DBF_!q30_1_1
DBF_q30_1_1_Total
DBF_q30_1_1_Kille
DBF_q30_1_1_Tjej
DBF_q30_1_1_Annat
DBF_q30_1_1_12 år
DBF_q30_1_1_14 år
DBF_q30_1_1_16 år
DBF_!q30_2_1
DBF_!q30_2_1
DBF_q30_2_1_Total
DBF_q30_2_1_Kille
DBF_q30_2_1_Tjej
DBF_q30_2_1_Annat
DBF_q30_2_1_12 år
DBF_q30_2_1_14 år
DBF_q30_2_1_16 år
DBF_!q30_3_1
DBF_q30_3_1_Total
DBF_q30_3_1_Kille
DBF_q30_3_1_Tjej
DBF_q30_3_1_Annat
DBF_q30_3_1_12 år
DBF_q30_3_1_14 år
DBF_q30_3_1_16 år
DBF_!q30_4_1
DBF_q30_4_1_Total
DBF_q30_4_1_Kille
DBF_q30_4_1_Tjej
DBF_q30_4_1_Annat
DBF_q30_4_1_12 år
DBF_q30_4_1_14 år
DBF_q30_4_1_16 år
DBF_!q30_5_1
DBF_!q30_5_1
DBF_q30_5_1_Total
DBF_q30_5_1_Kille
DBF_q30_5_1_Tjej
DBF_q30_5_1_Annat
DBF_q30_5_1_12 år
DBF_q30_5_1_14 år
DBF_q30_5_1_16 år
DBF_!q30_6_1
DBF_q30_6_1_Total
DBF_q30_6_1_Kille
DBF_q30_6_1_Tjej
DBF_q30_6_1_Annat
DBF_q30_6_1_12 år
DBF_q30_6_1_14 år
DBF_q30_6_1_16 år
DBF_!q30_7_1
DBF_q30_7_1_Total
DBF_q30_7_1_Kille
DBF_q30_7_1_Tjej
DBF_q30_7_1_Annat
DBF_q30_7_1_12 år
DBF_q30_7_1_14 år
DBF_q30_7_1_16 år
DBF_!q30_8_1
DBF_q30_8_1_Total
DBF_q30_8_1_Kille
DBF_q30_8_1_Tjej
DBF_q30_8_1_Annat
DBF_q30_8_1_12 år
DBF_q30_8_1_14 år
DBF_q30_8_1_16 år
DBF_q30_1_N_a1
DBF_q30_1_N_b1
DBF_q30_1_N_b2
DBF_q30_1_N_b3
DBF_q30_1_N_c1
DBF_q30_1_N_c2
DBF_q30_1_N_c3
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How worried are you about the environment and climate change as things stand?

Do you think politicians/decision-makers in Sweden are doing enough for the environment and climate?

How do you regard your future?

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Very worried 14% 10% 17% 30% 10% 12% 20%

Quite worried 40% 35% 44% 37% 39% 39% 43%

Not particularly worried 36% 41% 33% 20% 42% 39% 28%

Not worried at all 9% 15% 5% 13% 9% 11% 8%

Number of responses 7442 3253 4000 150 2448 2479 2515

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Yes 12% 17% 9% 5% 12% 12% 13%

No 55% 49% 59% 68% 53% 54% 58%

Don’t know 33% 34% 32% 28% 35% 34% 28%

Number of responses 7463 3247 4023 152 2450 2484 2529

Total Boy Girl Other 12 years 14 years 16 years

Very positive 32% 38% 28% 14% 37% 30% 29%

Fairly positive 51% 48% 53% 31% 49% 51% 51%

Fairly negative 6% 4% 7% 13% 3% 6% 9%

Very negative 2% 1% 2% 11% 1% 2% 3%

Don’t know 10% 8% 10% 31% 9% 11% 9%

Number of responses 7453 3258 4011 149 2455 2477 2521

DBF_!q31_1
DBF_q31_1_Total
DBF_q31_1_Kille
DBF_q31_1_Tjej
DBF_q31_1_Annat
DBF_q31_1_12 år
DBF_q31_1_14 år
DBF_q31_1_16 år
DBF_!q31_2
DBF_q31_2_Total
DBF_q31_2_Kille
DBF_q31_2_Tjej
DBF_q31_2_Annat
DBF_q31_2_12 år
DBF_q31_2_14 år
DBF_q31_2_16 år
DBF_!q31_3
DBF_q31_3_Total
DBF_q31_3_Kille
DBF_q31_3_Tjej
DBF_q31_3_Annat
DBF_q31_3_12 år
DBF_q31_3_14 år
DBF_q31_3_16 år
DBF_!q31_4
DBF_q31_4_Total
DBF_q31_4_Kille
DBF_q31_4_Tjej
DBF_q31_4_Annat
DBF_q31_4_12 år
DBF_q31_4_14 år
DBF_q31_4_16 år
DBF_q31_N_a1
DBF_q31_N_b1
DBF_q31_N_b2
DBF_q31_N_b3
DBF_q31_N_c1
DBF_q31_N_c2
DBF_q31_N_c3
DBF_!q32_1
DBF_q32_1_Total
DBF_q32_1_Kille
DBF_q32_1_Tjej
DBF_q32_1_Annat
DBF_q32_1_12 år
DBF_q32_1_14 år
DBF_q32_1_16 år
DBF_!q32_2
DBF_q32_2_Total
DBF_q32_2_Kille
DBF_q32_2_Tjej
DBF_q32_2_Annat
DBF_q32_2_12 år
DBF_q32_2_14 år
DBF_q32_2_16 år
DBF_!q32_99
DBF_q32_99_Total
DBF_q32_99_Kille
DBF_q32_99_Tjej
DBF_q32_99_Annat
DBF_q32_99_12 år
DBF_q32_99_14 år
DBF_q32_99_16 år
DBF_q32_N_a1
DBF_q32_N_b1
DBF_q32_N_b2
DBF_q32_N_b3
DBF_q32_N_c1
DBF_q32_N_c2
DBF_q32_N_c3
DBF_!q33_1
DBF_q33_1_Total
DBF_q33_1_Kille
DBF_q33_1_Tjej
DBF_q33_1_Annat
DBF_q33_1_12 år
DBF_q33_1_14 år
DBF_q33_1_16 år
DBF_!q33_2
DBF_q33_2_Total
DBF_q33_2_Kille
DBF_q33_2_Tjej
DBF_q33_2_Annat
DBF_q33_2_12 år
DBF_q33_2_14 år
DBF_q33_2_16 år
DBF_!q33_3
DBF_q33_3_Total
DBF_q33_3_Kille
DBF_q33_3_Tjej
DBF_q33_3_Annat
DBF_q33_3_12 år
DBF_q33_3_14 år
DBF_q33_3_16 år
DBF_!q33_4
DBF_q33_4_Total
DBF_q33_4_Kille
DBF_q33_4_Tjej
DBF_q33_4_Annat
DBF_q33_4_12 år
DBF_q33_4_14 år
DBF_q33_4_16 år
DBF_!q33_99
DBF_q33_99_Total
DBF_q33_99_Kille
DBF_q33_99_Tjej
DBF_q33_99_Annat
DBF_q33_99_12 år
DBF_q33_99_14 år
DBF_q33_99_16 år
DBF_q33_N_a1
DBF_q33_N_b1
DBF_q33_N_b2
DBF_q33_N_b3
DBF_q33_N_c1
DBF_q33_N_c2
DBF_q33_N_c3
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“If I was prime minister I would 
listen to what children have to say.”

- Boy in focus group
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“ I would like to vote and am 
passionate about making 
Sweden a better country.”

- Girl in focus group
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